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THE ECONOMICS OF SOLAR ENERGY

MONDAY, APRIL 5, 1976

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMI=-EE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 1202,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Paul J. Fannin (member of the
committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Fannin, Percy, and Taft; and Representative
Heckler.

Also present: William A. Cox, and George R. Tyler, professional
staff members; Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant; and
Charles H. Bradford and M. Catherine Miller, minority staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR FANNIN

Senator FANNIN. The hearing will come to order. This morning the
Joint Economic Committee is happy to welcome many distinguished
authorities in the field of solar energy development. We are anxious
to hear their testimony concerning the state-of-the-art and to receive
their recommendations on how this country may achieve widespread
solar utilization. We in Congress have expressed a sense of urgency
in the vain of two solar energy acts. In my questioning, I will refer
to legislation which Senator Humphrey and I and 19 of our colleagues
introduced as the Solar Act of 1976. I realize you may not be familiar
with this proposal so I will furnish appropriate figures in my ques-
tioning which will concern itself with capability.

We seek the advice of experts such as you to support the urgency
for the development of this clean and abundant resource. We are very
pleased this morning to welcome all of you to the hearings.

At this time I have two statements I would like to insert into the
record. One from the chairman of our committee, Hubert Humphrey,
and another by my colleague from New Mexico, Senator Joseph Mon-
toya. Senator Humphrey has furnished a memorandum, by Lionel S.
Johns, on S. 3227, which will also be made a part of the record.

[The information referred to follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN HUMPHREY

This is a Joint Economic Committee hearing on the economics of solar energy.
There is great dissatisfaction with our progress in developing solar energy.

We've made some notable strides: for example. solar water heating is economi-
cally competitive in most regions now of the United States.

Yet, we've also seen reluctance on the part of the Administration to aggres-
sively pursue solar energy development. Instead, a variety of nuclear and non-
nuclear energy alternatives have been emphasized in funding requests-alterna-
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tives which in some cases are more remote technically and economically than
solar energy.

In one word, we have failed to achieve a balance in promoting advanced en-
ergy research and development. And we have failed to achieve that balance
at the expense of solar energy.

Solar energy is still a cottage industry; as a result, it cannot yet compete eco-
nomically with fossil fuels. Despite being essentially fully developed technically
in some forms, solar energy has not been able to achieve the economies of scale
so necessary to price reductions and wide-scale public adoption. In fact, solar
energy is a classic chicken-and-egg situation; it will not be widely utilized until
costs decline, but costs will not fall without expanded demand and associated
economies of scale in production.

So, solar energy is deeply intertwined with economics and that connection
exists even with those solar energy forms where significant technological barriers
remain to be overcome.

We will hear today from a number of public and private experts in solar en-
ergy, its economics and its technology, with a major focus on photovoltaics and
solar powerplants:

What is the status of current technology in these two areas?
Are there technological breakthroughs occurring?
How soon (and for how much R & D funding) can we expect to see these

two solar energy forms cost-competitive with fossil fuels or electricity?
We will explore these and other questions.
Leading off our hearing today is Congressman Runnels of New Mexico, whom

I hope is willing to join the committee following his remarks.
He will be followed by a panel of businessmen and scientists with a broad

background in solar photovoltaic research, development, and production.

CoNGREss OF THE UNITED STATES,
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY AssEssMENT,

Washington, D.C.
Memorandum to: Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey.
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee.
From: Lionel S. Johns, Program Manager, Energy Assessment Program.
Subject: Classification of OTA Comparative Analysis Briefing Documents on the

ERDA Solar Program and Budget.
As you know, the OTA Board approved use of the information developed in the

OTA Comparative Analysis of the ERDA 1977 Budget and revised Plan and
Program as a basis for briefing information to meet the time constraints of the
authorization and appropriation committees. This comparative analysis is still
in the preparation and review stage. At the time of its completion it will be sub-
mitted to the Board for approval to release to the Congress and the public.

Your questions from the draft briefing papers as forwarded to me by Mr.
George Tyler are repeated and answered below.

1). Is it OTA's intention to suggest that the solar electric program at ERDA
should be de-emphasized?

It was never the feeling of the panels, both for the original OTA ERDA
analysis and the Comparative Analysis, that the funding of the solar electric
programs should be reduced. The panels felt that ERDA's treatment of Solar
Heating and Cooling (SHAC) as a "underused mid-term technology" was
inconsistent with the potential contribution of SHAC to the nation's energy,
supply, as estimated by ERDA, and that the funding of the SHAC programs
should be increased more in line with this estimate. It was not meant to infer
that the solar electric program was overfunded or that the SHAC funding
should be increased by transfer from or reduction of solar electric projects.

2). Is it OTA's conclusion that both programs should be more aggressively
funded than provided in the President's FY77 request. and that additional funding
for one program should not be at the expense of the other?

The comparative analysis participants concluded that the Solar Heating
and Cooling was inadequate to meet the Solar Heating and Cooling Act or
achieve its objectives of rapid commercialization in the near-term. On solar
electric programs ERDA improved their program between 1976 and 1977.
however, some programs such as photovoltaic, total energy systems and
decentralized solar power generation systems could be explored more
aggressively.
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STATEMENT OF HoN. JOSEPH M. MONTOYA, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
NEW MEXICO

I would like to express my appreciation to the committee and to the chairman
for this opportunity to comment on the problem of solar energy research and
development and its relation to our total energy program.

Recently the committee has heard comments by several of my colleagues on
the administration's apparent neglect in promoting solar energy research and
development programs. There has been a significant reduction in the budget
request for solar energy development by the Office of Management and Budget.
Specifically the Solar Division of the Energy Research and Development Admin-
istration requested approximately ti230 million. This request was cut by senior
ERDA officials and the Office of Management and Budget, and a new request
was submitted for only $166 million.

I would like to be on record as agreeing with my distinguished colleague
from Arizona, Senator Paul Faninin, who denounced the "Prejudice within the
Administration which affected a sixty-two percent reduction" in this request for
funds for solar energy programs.

It is obvious that this reduction would mean a further reduction in a vital
new energy potential. A cut of this size in any energy producing area at this
time is a serious mistake. Such a cut could only be contemplated in the situation
in which we find ourselves: we do not have a total energy policy designed to fill
our energy needs either in the immediate future or in the years ahead.

Apparently the need for a solid national energy policy which addresses our
energy needs across the board is not yet recognized by the administration. Such
a national policy would have to include an appropriate level of funding for
the development of alternative energy sources such as solar energy. It is indeed
most alarming to see that the administration has chosen to reduce funding in
this very important area. Our sources of fossil fuels and other currently used
energy will inevitably disappear, and I think all of us are aware that as that
time approaches the pressure for alternatives will become ever more severe. Now
is the time to take action in planning for research and development for those
alternatives. We cannot wait, and we cannot allow any one alternative to be ig-
nored while others are emphasized.

The development of solar energy deserves more, not less support-not only from
the administration, but from the Congress as well. We cannot allow second class
treatment of this very promising energy resource. The Solar Energy Act of 1976
would restore fiscal year 77 solar funding to the level requested by ERDA's
Solar Division, and would provide an outlay of $238 million.

If the administration will not take action to give solar energy. the emphasis
it must have, the Congress must move to mandate that action. By passing the
Solar Energy Act, we would begin to put the emphasis on solar energy research
which it deserves and must have.

I strongly urge the passage of this legislation. It will help us to determine if
solar energy, the most environmentally sound energy resource, will be an eco-
nomically viable source in the future, and it will help us to determine how much
of our future needs can be fulfilled through the use of solar energy.

I hope that the committee will agree with me that this legislation deserves the
support of every member of the Congress this year.

Senator FANNIN. For too long, we here in America have taken
energy and its use for granted. This attitude was manifested in the
fact that at one time there was a bountiful supply of energy and it was
cheap. But all of this has changed, or has it really?

At the beginning of this decade, 23 out of everv 100 barrels of oil
we were consuming here in America came from foreign wells. That
number jumped to 38 just before the Arab oil embargo began in Oc-
tober 1973.

You would think that the embargo would have made believers out of
us, that we truly were facing a crisis in energfy.

The first witness this morning will be Hon. Harold Runnels, Con-
gressman from New Mexico. I appreciate your testimony. I trust you
will have the time to sit with us during these hearings.
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STATEMENT OF HON. HAROLD RUNNELS, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Representative RtuNNELS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to be present today to testify before

your committee in support of Senate bill 3227, the Solar Energy Act of
1976. I have represented the Second Congressional District in New
Mexico since 1970 and besides this I have been associated with the oil
industry for over 25 years as the owner of service companies for the
industry.

It is through this association and now through my involvement as a
U.S. Representative that I am fast coming to the conclusion that this
Congress is unable to deal decisively with our energy problems. Our
energy problems are real, but yet Congress continues to ignore it by
playing appeasement politics, in my opinion.

If you will remember back then, people were lined up for blocks
waiting their turn to get to the gas pumps. They were also clamoring
on Congress to do something about this whole thing. When the crisis
was ended by the OPEC nations, officials here in Washington vowed
to make this country independent of foreign oil.

We were going to accomplish this by 1985 through project indepen-
dence. We started to drive our cars at 55 miles an hour. We saw a push
for smaller automobiles and so conservation efforts began growing
across the country. By April 1975, oil imports had dropped to a low
of 31 barrels out of every 100 barrels consumed in America.

But today all of that seems to be forgotten again. In a 4-week period
beginning and ending in mid-March, we found ourselves importing 44
barrels out of every 100 barrels of oil we were consuming.

In fact, for the first time in this country's history we found ourselves
importing more oil than we actually produced here in the United
States. In addition, earlier this year, the Russians for the first time
outproduced us in crude oil. If we continue to depend upon the OPEC
nations for oil we will find that by 1980 we will look to them for over
half of our total needs. On the home front, production continues on
its downward trend. In 1975 there was an overall drop of 3 percent
in the production of oil, natural gas and coal.

These fuels make up 95 percent of this country's total energy.
The oil industry here in America has lost any incentive to explore

and develop our own oil and gas reserves. What we have done, we have
had the elimination of the depletion allowance, the incentive to drill
for domestic oil and gas in the United States. Then Congress took
almost 12 months to come up with a so-called comprehensive energy
bill which not only continued the tight price control over domestic
oil but rolled back a price for a barrel of oil from about $8.75 to $7.66
and this compares somewhere to near $12 to $14 for imported oil.

Nothing could have been more detrimental to the incentive of ex-
ploring and drilling activities. Oil companies are saying they are not
making a sufficient profit on domestic oil and they will make less as
the law takes full effect. But Congress did not stop there. In early
February, the House killed the deregulation bill almost surelv for this
year. Congress inability to cope with the energy crisis, displayed
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through the type of legislation, they managed to give their stamp of
approval to, is already having effects in many States.

Take my own State of New Mexico where the mineral wealth is abun-
dant. In 1974, we were the sixth leading producer of oil in the Nation
and also ranked fourth in the Nation on gas production. Most of the
oil and gas produced in New Mexico comes fronm the Permian Basin.
An area which includes Texas and New Mexico.

Last year, a producer would have to wait 4 to 6 weeks to acquire an
oil rig. If you were to drive through the Permian Basin of the United
States, you would count 100 drilling rigs that are lying idle today.
This, Mr. Chairman, is only the beginning of what is yet to happen to
the industry if Congress does not come to grips with our energy prob-
lems and adopt meaningful legislation.

In the past we have been able to undergo a gradual shift from one
source of energy to another. If you will recall, it took about 60 years
each time when we changed from wood to coal and from coal to oil.

But now we are faced with finding an answer to our energy needs
in a much shorter time. Everything has a time and a place. I am sure
you can remember as well as myself when silver wire was used as the
conductor of electricity. Then that changed and we switched to cop-
per wire for the conductor of electricity. Today we have shifted again
to aluminum for the conductor of electricity.

I think that we must face facts that we must shift again to a new
source of energy in America and in this world. In the next 25 years, the
United States will build an almost new energy system. But if this
system is to be effective, Congress must do its part. To date, though,
they continue to drag their feet with an issue that needs decisive action.

There is no doubt that nuclear energy will play a major role in meet-
ing future energy needs.

But development of nuclear energy is having its problems. Until
recently, the Federal Government had hoped to increase the number of
operating nuclear reactors from the present. number of 56 which sup-
plies less than 2 percent of the U.S. energy needs, to more than 200 by
the year 1985.

Now this goal is under reevaluation in light of financing problems,
a slowdown in energy growth, and general uncertainty over the future
of nuclear energy. One source of energy that continues to get a second-
class treatment by Congress and the administration is solar energy.

Solar energy by no means offers a complete answ-er to our energy
problems. But it is a partial solution. It is neither dependent on
scientific breakthroughs nor discovery of vast amounts of hidden
resources.

We should all recognize that all sources of energy come f rom the sun.
Whether it be wood, coal, oil, gas, uranium, or what-have-you. Maybe
the good Lord is trying to tell us something and we ought to be smart
enough to recognize it.

Currently estimates show that the solar energv is utilized effectively
in areas such as the Southwest United States. the results would be a
40-percent reduction in the use of conventional energy resources or 10
percent on a national level.

To my knowledge, there has been no legislation proposed to date
that would provide the same kind of incentives to the solar energy

79-245 0 - 77 - 2
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industry that were provided for decades to the fossil fuel industry.
We must accept the fact that there is an energy crisis.

At the same time, we must make a national commitment to develop
solar energy and to do so legislatively on a multiyear program. The
commitment we need nationally is one that parallels that made by the
President (Kennedy) to put a man on the Moon within a decade.

The only difference, however, is that we would achieve energy self-
sufficiency before 1990. Some may argue that it is virtually impossible
to achieve this in that short period of time. But if we can put a man on
the Moon, develop an atomic bomb, the nuclear submarine and space
crafts, we surely can put solar energy on line by 1986.

The Solar Energy Act of 1976, in my opinion, points us in that
direction. The act recognizes that it is in the Nation's interest to
initiate a national commitment toward achieving energy independence
within 15 years.

It also recognizes that energy independence can be promoted through
the use of solar and geothermal energy as a source for at least 10 percent
of our energy needs by 1991. I would like to stress, though, the impor-
tance of funding two concepts within the bill that offer the most help
for rapid development in the use of solar energy.

The two are photovoltaics and the solar thermal-electric programs.
We must at least fund these two programs at the levels requested by
the ERDA branch chiefs. Not only am I showing my support by
testifying before this committee today, but I have also cosponsored
legislation in the House asking for a commitment similar to what is
outlined in the Senate bill.

I hope we can accept that challenge before the OPEC nations decide
to do a repeat of the 1973 performance. Another oil embargo would
bring America to its knees. So in order to achieve self-sufficiency in
energy, Congress must provide the leadership and it is my sincere hope
that we recognize this need and pursue solar energy through legislation
such as S.3227.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Congressman Runnels. You have
brought out some frightening statistical information that sets the stage
for what we are doing in these hearings.

You have brought out the position we are in as far as the petroleum
program is concerned. That is certainly very helpful, especially from
a, gentleman that is an expert in the field, who has had the years of
experience in the petroleum development industry that you have had.

We are pleased that you have brought this information to us. I know
Senator Humphrey appreciates it and I appreciate the support you
are giving to the ERDA request. That is certainly shown by your own
introduction of legislation in the House of Representatives.

We are very pleased to have you testify here this morning. It will
be very helpful for the other members of the panel to read your
testimony.

Representative RUNNELS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you stated,
I was trying to set the stage and prove a point that we do have a crisis.
I think others will stress more of the details of the Senate bill which
1 do support.

Senator FANNIN. As stated earlier it is our hope that you will be
able to stay with us and participate in the hearings this morning.

Representative RUNNELS. Yes, sir.
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Senator FANNIN. The next witnesses will be a panel for the photo-
voltaics. We are honored to have a learned group here with us this
morning. These are leaders that are very well qualified to testify onthis particular subject.

If they will come forward, we will introduce them as they are placed
around the table.

We welcome all the witnesses here this morning. We are very
honored to have you gentlemen with us. I know that the reporter
can see the names but so the audience will know the gentlemen that
are here with us, if they would just introduce themselves, I think-
on my left, your right, Air. Louis Rosenblum, Mir. A. I. AMlavsky,
executive vice president of Mobile Tyco; Mr. Daniel Schneiderman,
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Mir. Charles Backus, of Arizona
State University, professor of engineering; and Mr. Steven DiZio,
president of SES, Inc.

Before we proceed with the testimony of the witnesses, the Sena-
tor from Illinois is with us this morning, Senator Percy.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, first of all I want to say that I
always like to see a Republican in the chair. Second, it is particu-
larly a great pleasure to have in the chair a fine friend with a deep
interest in this subject and considerable knowledge of it. As the
principal Republican sponsor of the bill that created ERDA and
as the ranking Republican on the Government Operations Commit-
tee, I have a personal interest in ERDA's efforts to develop solar
energy.

These hearings provide an opportunity to assess ERDA's solar
energy efforts and to examine its funding and priority levels. Solar
energy is again gaining attention within our cities. Nearly 200 private
homes are now heated in America with solar energy.

More than 10 States have laws favorable to the development of this
energy source. One indicator of this fact is the price of photovoltaic
cells, which has plunged to $38.16 a watt from $300 2 years ago.
Congress has a duty to see that taxpayers' money is spent wisely in
such development efforts. Wasteful Government spending for capri-
cious energy development should not be tolerated, particularly in
a period when the Federal budget deficit has been setting peacetime
records.

In order to bolster solar funding, we inevitably take fiscal demand
away from mnclear and fossil fuel. Should the total R. & D. funding be
enTarged? What is the correlation between the solar energy and nuclear
energy? How will they be cost effective? These are only a few of the
questions that I have not been able to solve. I certainly look forward to
the testimony of today's very excellent witnesses to provide the counsel,
guidance, and advice that the Congress needs in order to support a
program that the Congress and the administration have worked to-
gether to implement.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Senator Percy. We are proud to have
you supporting this legislation and the overall programs. I know of
your expertise in the field of business and certainly the great knowl-
edge you have on energy.

You have knowledge of how it ties in with the economy of our
country. This morning, the panel as I understand it, has selected
Mir. Daniel Schneiderman to testify first.
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Mr. Schneiderman, please proceed, and you may handle the testi-
miony in whatever manner you desire.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL SCHNEIDERMAN, MANAGER, CIVIL SYS-
TEMS PROGRAM, JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, AND MEMBER, PANEL ON PHOTO-
VOLTAICS

Mr. SCHNETDERMAN. Good monring, Mr. Chairman. The Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory which I represent supports the Energy Research and
Development Administration photovoltaics program and as the man-
ager of the Civil Systems Program Office of the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory I have a particular interest in this area.

The Civil Systems Program Office is responsible for the applica-
tions of NASA-derived technology to the problems of the civil sector
at large. A primary interest in our broadly based program is the
area of energy and a major part of this effort is in solar energy.

Because of our background in the use of solar energy for space-
craft electric power, we believe our capability at the laboratory can
match the need to utilize solar energy to the maximum.

Our research and development activities in this area led to early
collaboration with the National Science Foundation and initiation
of programmatic concepts. The project of the overall ERDA photo-
voltaics program are low cost silicon solar rays, system definition,
tests, and novel materials and devices.

We at JPL are sponsoring one element of that program and the ap-
proach of this particular project is to involve and collaborate with
industry and achieve a goal to bring about by 1985 a production
capability of 500 megawatts equivalent of solar rays per year at a
price of better than 50 cents per watt in 1974 dollars, that is, to the
consumer.

Photovoltaic conversion is the direct conversion of light into elec-
tricity. The essence of a solar cell is a sandwich of two types of mate-
rials. When light falls upon the cell, the light will be absorbed and
the energy converted to free electrons.

The electrons will flow and supply the power as long as the light
continues to illuminate the cell. The major challenge of increased
utilization is to make the photovoltaic conversion systems economical-
ly competitive with other energy sources.

The project approach established is to achieve a program objective
which includes the development of required technology and transfer it
to industry for commercial practice and to stimulate the market
growth by largely increasing annual solar procurement.

Achievement of price levels for silicon solar arrays that can be
used for large-scale terrestrial power applications would require a
substantial effort in a variety of technological areas related to the
manufacture of these arrays. For example, materials, the price of the
purity of the basic silicon used as a starting material in the production
of solar cells must be reduced from the present price of around $65
per kilogram to less than $10 per kilogram.

This silicon material then requires conversion to thin sheets of
material suitable for production into solar cells for an added price
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of less than $18 per square meter. This compares to the present price
of about $240 per square meter. Then this array must be encapsulated
for environmental reasons in order to achieve a practical array life-
time of greater than 20 years.

All of these elements must be combined in a low cost automated
process and equipment must be developed to convert the sheet mate-
rial into completely encapsulated arrays.

In late 1975 we contracted with industry for the delivery of 46
kilowatts of state of the technology encapsulated silicon photovoltaic
array modules. These will be used in early ERDA test and demonstra-
tion projects.

The Lewis Research Center is responsible for the test and demon-
stration project. Mr. Rosenblum seated on my right will discuss this
aspect later.

The current price ranges from about $30 to about $13 per peak
watt which is an average price of about $22 per peak watt. A second
procurement; for 130 kilowatts of improved silicon photovoltaic ar-
ray is presently underway

Mr. Chairman, it has been my privilege to have served as the proj-
ect manager on several NASA JPL planetary missions and I believe
there are certain necessary elements that must be part of a success-
ful project.

There must be an objective that is perceived by the people involved
as both desirable and feasible. There must be a long-term commitment
on the part of the management that sets that objective. Then the re-
sources must be provided in a manner that does not frustrate those
who need room to accomplish the objective.

I and my associates believe in the objective of this program and we
believe it can be achieved.

Senator FANNIMN. Thank you very much, Mr. Schneiderman. We
will hear all the panelists and then we will have the questions because
some of the questioning goes to more than one panelist.

Mr. DiZio, will you proceed.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN F. DiZIO, PRESIDENT, SES, INC., AND
MEMBER, PANEL ON PHOTOVOLTAICS

Mr. DiZio. Thank you, sir. SES believes that solar conversion and
photovoltaic devices in particular have the potential of providing a
significant complementary addition to the world energy system. As
evidence of our conviction, we have a very sizable production develop-
ment effort underway to produce cadmium sulfide solar electric
converters.

Our initial production line, which is planned to be operating by the
end of 1976, is designed for an annual capacity to produce over 500
peak kilowatts of photovoltaic product. This compares with an esti-
mated present world wide photovoltaic production capacity of 180
peak kilowatts.

I brought a single unit with me today. This is the smallest unit of
our commercial product. These devices are produced on the production
line in these modular designs. They are completely sealed behind
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tempered glass. They are designed to take hurricane force winds, inch-
sized hailstones and all of the types of environmental degradation
phenomena that we are aware of.

first, products have been carefully engineered to meet requiremnents
for remote power systems. Our long-range objective, however, is for
products which are cost effective as major energy producers. We are
most interested in the concept of a distributed system, perhaps in-
*dividual home rooftops, integrated with the conventional electric grid
network and providing both thermal and electrical energy.

We are confident that we will achieve the necessary production cost
improvements to meet this long-range objective.

The manufacturing that is used in producing this particular product
is easily scaled up. There is no reason why these panels could not be
produced in 2- by 4-foot sizes to be used on the roof of your house and
distribute the thermal energy also collected by these particular panels.

This technology is such that production cost is very sensitive to
volume. Basic materials are a small percentage of the cost, and auto-
mation and volume scale up can provide dramatic reductions. Ultimate
achievable objectives are well within a competitive range as compared
to other energy sources.

In introducing any new technology there are three phases we have
to look at. First is the fundamental development or research phase
where we prove the scientific concept. Second is the phase of produc-
tion development and product development whereby we learn to
produce the product in volume. And third is a market development or
systems phase.

The first and third of these phases generally are carried out prior
to the production development phase.

SES technology is based in part on concepts which grew out of
scientific activity supported and developed by the Government. We
would strongly suggest continued suppoIt for fundamental research
to provide the basis on which future development and engineering,
funded by private enterprise, can build.

At the other end of the spectrum, in the market development area,
the rapidity with which solar energy will become utilized depends
critically upon successful market development. Significant progress
can be made only after satisfactory understanding of the complete
system is attained, including local and State governmental inputs,
regulatory agency impacts, and the total technological interactions.
Industry is not well suited to attack such a complicated political,
socioeconomic problem.

Thus, systems demonstrations and complete systems studies are con-
sidered a top priority for governmental support. It is our opinion that
the most cost effective way to bring solar energy conversion to com-
mercial reality would involve a joint effort between industry and gov-
ernment. The Government should provide support for the fundamental
scientific work necessary for making valid business judgments. The
Government should also support demonstration and systems projects
which develop the market and identify product requirements.

Once the large scale power, solar conversion market is shown to exist,
with product requirements and scientific knowledge available, produc-
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tion development can best be left to industry with no further encour-
agement or funds provided. Indeed if industry is unwilling to carry
out such development it must be asked whether the market, product
specifications, and scientific knowledge are truly sufficient for reason-
able chance of success.

The size of Government funding which can be used effectively in
photovoltaic systems development depends on the specific areas of al-
location -and the mission to be accomplished. W;e observe that in funda-
mental research additional meaningful work could be funded in fiscal
year 1977 to further understanding of cadmium sulfide, and to show
proof of concept for other theoretically promising photovoltaic
material systems.

In addition, systems demonstrations and market development prob-
lems could very effectively be addressed by increased funding in fiscal
year 1977. Indeed, a funding level of $60 million for this area alone
may not be enough.

Significant data, proof of market, systems directions, and market
stimulation can be accomplished without the need for large amounts
of photovoltaic products. SES, speaking as a single segment of the.
industry, feels that megawatt quantities of material at attractive prices
can be delivered starting late in fiscal year 1977. In the meantime, if a
clear cut program has been defined which allows us to plan sufficiently
for the needed capital expansion and cost objectives, then we can in-
crease as rapidly as required after fiscal year 1977.

Gentlemen, entire markets can be created, hampered or even de-
stroyed by the stroke of a legislative or regulatory pen. A concerted
Government effort including legislation and funding can drastically
change the requirements and improve the potential of solar conversion
as a large scale energy source and most important, compares the time-
table for commercial large scale utilization. This is certainly in the
national interest.

If the Government carries out the task of setting the mission objec-
tives and market requirements, leaving the choice of solution to be
determined by free market competition, then as history has con-
sistently demonstrated, the U.S. industrial community is ideally suited
to developing the processes and products in the fastest way possible,
and at the lowest possible cost.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you. The next witness will be Mr. Louis

Rosenblum, of NASA.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS ROSENBLUM, CHIEF, ENERGY CONVERSION
AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS DIVISION, NATIONAL AERO-
NAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, AND MEMBER, PANEL ON
PHOTO VOLTAICS

Mr. ROSENBL-UM. The Lewis Research Center supports the ERDA
energy conversion program. Our photovoltaic experience at Lewis
dates from 1962. As mentioned by Mr. Dan Schneiderman, ERDA has
assigned us the responsibility for their test and demonstration project.

This project consists of four specific areas: Applications, device
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performance and diagnostics; endurance testing; and project manage-
ment. Although all these areas are important, I believe the application
area may be of the most interest to you.

The objectives of the application area are two-fold. First, to stimu-
late early markets for solar cells through demonstrations of special
applications. Second, to demonstrate technical feasibility of photo-
voltaic power systems havinig significant national energy impact.

The first objective directly supports the ERDA photovoltaic pro-
gram goal which is to raise solar cell rate production from the
present 100 kilowatts per year to 500 megawatts per year by 1985
and to reduce the cost from approximately $20 a watt to 50 cents a
watt. Our approach recognizes that the market is latent and that many
potential users are either unaware or unsure of the benefits which can
be obtained from the use of solar cell power in their specific applica-
tions. As their awarenes increases, we fully expect that an ever in-
creasing quantity of solar cell orders will be placed and that the
market will be greatly expanded.

The second objective in the applications area supports the ERDA
goal to increase the overall use of solar energy in the long term. We
are determining through appropriate tests and demonstrations the
operating characteristics as well as identifying the technical and in-
stitutional problems, associated with this potentially attractive energy
option. Specific applications in this area range from special uses to
residential power and may eventually include central station power
generation.

At present in the early market development effort, we have finalized
an implementation plan with the National Oceanographic and At-
mospheric Administration for demonstration of six photovoltaic pow-
ered remote weather stations at diverse locations in the continental
United States. Discussions and implementation of other government
applications are in progress in areas such as navigational aids, water
pumping, refrigeration, metal extraction, and communication.

In the residential and large load center application area, we have
under construction a system test facility to evaluate sytem designs,
operating characteristics and performance.

It is on schedule and 10 kilowatts of capacity purchased as part of
the JPL project will be installed and ready for test in the June-July
period. Also the first of several planned residential tests is now in the
design stage.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the photovoltaic work we are doing for
ERDA is important. We are committed to its successful completion.
Assuming that the resources required over the next several years are
available, I am confident that the ERDA program goals of 500 mega-
watts per year production capacity at a cost of 50 cents a watt, in 1.974
dollars, will be achieved. I am confident that we will have both the
ability to use the abundantly available solar energy for direct electric
power applications and further that we will also have a good chance
of developing new export markets.

Thank you.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Rosenblum. The next witness

will be Mr. A. I. Mlavsky.
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STATEMENT OF A. I. MLAVSKY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, MO-
BIL TYCO SOLAR ENERGY CORP., AND MEMBER, PANEL ON
PHOTOVOLTAICS

Mr. MLAVSKY. Mr. Chairman, my name is A. I. Mlavsky, executive
vice president of Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corp., Waltham, Mass.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this distinguished com-
mittee to inform the committee of our work on solar energy devices.

I have a brief opening statement, following which I will be happy
to respond to any questions.

Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corp., a joint venture company between
Mobil Oil Corp. and Tyco Laboratories, Inc., was formed in August
1974 to carry out a program for development and commercialization
of silicon ribbon and the photovoltaic conversion of solar energy
through use of the solar cell.

In 1966, Tyco began development of a process for the growth of
continuous shaped crystals directly from the melt. In 1970, the tech-
nique-"edge defined, film fed growth (EFG) "-was first applied at
Tyco to silicon ribbon as a potentially low cost basis for the manu-
facture of silicon solar cells. By early 1974 the basic feasibility of
the EFG approach had been demonstrated through the fabrication of
small ribbon cells of efficiencies close to 10 percent. For comparison,
conventional silicon solar cells of the same general type are 11 to 14
percent efficient.

From a detailed analysis of the cost factors implicit in the EFG
technique for silicon ribbon and cell production, it was concluded
that the solution of a set of relatively well defined technical problems
would lead to a selling price for ribbon solar cells commensurate with
their use in direct competition with conventional means for produc-
ing electricity. It was estimated that a period of some 7 years would
be required to definitize the technology for such low cost solar cell
production; accordingly Tyco decided to seek a joint venture with
a company that was dedicated to the long range development of
energy resources. Mobil, which also had proven ability in the man-
agement of scientific programs, was the company of choice, and the
venture was launched.

As a result of the much increased effort deployed on the technical
program through the participation of Mobil, progress since August
1974 has been quite rapid. The status of the program is exemplified by
our ability to grow silicon ribbon 1 inch in width, 8/lOOOths of an inch
in thickness, in lengths up to 80 feet. One inch by 4 inches solar
cells made from such ribbons exhibit efficiencies averaging 8 to 10
percent. By contrast, in August 1974 the maximum length of such
ribbons was about 8 feet and the efficiencies of 1 by 4 inch cells was
about 3 percent.

The total Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corp. program now embraces
projects to grow ribbon more cheaply through increasing its width and
its rate of growth, decreasing its thickness toward the optimum value
of 0.004 inch and simultaneously growing up to 20 ribbons from a
single equipment. Processes for the conversion of ribbon into solar
cells at low cost are also under development. The use of inexpensive
solar concentrators to minimize the usage of solar cells per unit of
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electrical power output, and to provide heat as a useful byproduct is
also being explored.

Although photovoltaics is only one of several possible approaches
to the conversion of solar energy into electricity, and the so-called
single crystal silicon solar cell is only one of several approaches to
low cost photovoltaic conversion, we believe that the silicon cell
has great merit in the direct production of electricity from the sun.

The materials of its construction are among the most plentiful in
the Earth's crust; it is durable and reliable, as proven in many space
applications; it is totally without harmful environmental impact; it
is relatively efficient; and it can be deployed as assemblies of simple,
replaceable modules. The only major obstacle to the widescale use of
the silicon solar cell in alleviating our national dependence on non-
renewable fuels is its present cost. We believe that the ribbon tech-
nique under development will reduce this cost to the point where the
silicon solar cell will be able to supply significant amounts of electricity
by the end of the next decade.

I wish to thank you again for this opportunity to appear. I will be
happy to respond to any questions you may wish to ask.

If I may, I will just show four or five slides which describe the
process.

Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Mr. MLAVSKY. I have to thank National Geographic for this artist's

representation of our process. [Slide.]
As has previously been stated, the silicon solar cell or any solar cell,

is two layers of material which are activated by light. Starting on the
lefthand side of this slide, we see a representation of a furnace in
which the silicon material which Mr. Schneiderman referred to is
melted. In a single operation it is converted into a ribbon or sheet
of silicon.

This ribbon emerging from the furnace is converted through a
second furnace into a double layer of silicon and at this point metal
contacts are applied and the final product is the solar cell.

I have some of these with me for demonstration. They look very
simple but are much smaller than those of my colleague, Mr. DiZio.
The virtue of such a process as applied to silicon is that it converts raw
silicon directly into the form required for solar cells. This obviates a
great deal of waste in the cutting of silicon now necessary. [Slide.]

Here is a crystal actually growing from the furnace. This is no
longer an artist's representation but a photographic shot of the ribbon.
In order to make this process viable for low cost, it is obviously neces-
sary to produce this material in continuous form and to process it in
such form. [Slide.]

Here eve see the example of the fact that even though silicon is a
brittle material, in thin sections it can be taken straight out of furnace
and put on to a spool. In my statement, I referred to the desirability
of growing many such ribbons at once. Our program includes the
equipment which would produce many of them simultaneously.
[Slide.]

The product is very similar to what you see in front of you there.
This is a solar cell panel made from ribbon solar cells. This is a very
brief description of the process. I have a few artifacts with me whic
I will be happy to show you, if you wish.
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In summary, silicon while by no means the only approach, is per-
haps the most proven at this point. The only thing that stands be-
tween it and large-scale production is cost reduction. One method of
achieving this cost reduction is to develop processes whereby the raw
material can be converted by continuous processes into a final solar
cell which can then be employed to produce electricity and heat
simultaneously.

Senator FANNIN. You say you have some other material.
Mr. MLAVSKY. I just have a few demonstrations here which I will

be happy to show. [Slide.]
This is a representation of a ribbon growing. Here is a ribbon, and

these are simple solar cells. Since the weather is so fine, if one moves
over to the window and moves the curtain, the little motor will start
going. There are no moving parts except for the motor itself. The
thing is extremely simple, very light and essentially indestructible if
properly encapsulated.

Senator FANNIN. The next witness is Mr. Charles Backus. I am
pleased to have the distinguished gentleman from my State, the State
of Arizona.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES BACKUS, PROFESSOR OF ENGINEERING,
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY, AND MEMBER, PANEL ON PHOTO-
VOLTAICS

Mr. BACKUS. Last year I testified concerning the ERDA 1976 budget
at about this time of year concerning solar energy. At that time I
recommended that in particular the photovoltaic program could sensi-
bly spend about $40 million in fiscal year 1976. The actual allocation
was about half of that value but over the past year I have become
even more encouraged that we need to and can spend very effectively
many more times the amount of moneys we are spending now.

By that I mean that two and three times what is presently being
spent.

I think it is very encouraging and exciting to work in a field in
which there are a number of approaches, any one of which could lead
to reaching the goals as specified by the ERDA programs plan. Inci-
dentally that plan was arrived at by a consensus of experts in the
photovoltaic field and was not set as an end goal to try to achieve,
but a realistic goal which is expected to be achieved.

There are a number of approaches, which as I said, any one of which
could reach those goals. But we have reached the stage now that we
need to make some demonstrations of these.

We need development of material processing and manufacturing
techniques, certainly, but we need basic research and understanding
the material better. Even such materials as silicon and cadmium
sulfide require additional basic studies. A third material is seriously
being looked at for the first time. All sorts of new materials have not
been investigated for their potential. There is an additional area of
concentration which one can use reflecting surfaces which will reduce
considerably the area required for photovoltaic cells and therefore
the cost per watt. All of these and many subareas within those general
categories could lead to the achievement of the specifications of the
ERDA plan.
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I would like to express some observations and concerns about the
photovoltaic programs. The first of these is that I think the ERDA
staff is grossly understaffed.

These people are very competent and have done a good job of con-
ducting photovoltaic programs but they are just not big enough.
If we are serious about the development of solar energy, we have to
have the staff with which to conduct that program.

Another concern is about the universities. A university's organiza-
tion and operation has a difficult time coping with the method of
operation of ERDA in the request for proposal, the time require-
ments for proposing and performing on contracts make it very diffi-
cult to compete.

The RFP system of developing programs is a requirement. There
is no question in my mind about that. That is a necessary way in
which to develop an acceptable program. But as a result of this tran-
sition from NSF to ERDA in the solar development program I feel
that university potential is not being realized by keeping them as
involved as much in the last year or so. The university participation
has decreased.

Another observation is that the uniqueness of photovoltaics. First
of all, photovoltaics are not size limited. Therefore we can do a lot
of experimental and demonstration programs of reasonably small size.

We do not have to build a 100-megawatt plant or spend $100 million
per experiment. We can learn a great deal by fairly small, but a variety
of different types of developments and demonstrations. Also it is not
a go-no-go program in that photovaltaics is a proven conversion
scheme. It is just a matter of how much contribution will we make, not
will we make a contribution. That will depend upon how low a price
is obtained. The lower the price, the greater the contribution.

Another point is that it is a good export product. The photovoltaic
system is a very high technology, with a very receptive market around
the world outside the United States. Besides releasing us from some
of our requirements of importing energy from outside the United
States, it may help the balance of payments by providing a good
export product. In conclusion, we all realize that solar is not any type
of panacea but indeed none of the other alternatives are either. We
don't really have alternatives. We need all of the approaches that we
can develop to survive. Certainly photovoltaics uniqueness is one of
the most attractive areas in which the Government again can invest
its money.

Thank you.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Backus. You gentlemen certainly

have furnished some very capable information in the photovoltaic
field. Our main objective today is to determine whether we are com-
mitting adequate support to meet our solar goal development.

Thus many of our questions will be aimed at the administration's
budget request as opposed to levels others have proposed which are
much higher. We will have Senator Percy start the questions.

Senator PERcy. Mr. Chairman, I should like to first ask why ERDA
is placing so little emphasis on alternative solar cell material other
than silicon? There are a number of other materials such as cadmium
sulfide which are receiving considerable attention from the private
sector.
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Can anyone offer anv comments on that?
I would rather you first decide whether the question is appropriate.

If you have a conflict of interest, don't hesitate to say so.
Mr. DiZIo. Since I am the only one here involved in the area ofcadmium sulfide I think I can specifically talk to that. Of course

ERDA has only recently come into the picture. The cadmium sulfideprogram previously supported by NASA and NSF developed much
of the technology on which we are basing our production development.
We are not looking for Government funds for support of the type ofprogram we are involved in.

We would like very much to see the Government work with us onthe next phase which is the ultimate market objective. I can only
assume that the reason why ERDA is not investing in other tech-
nologies which look good relates to the amount of funds available.

From a technical viewpoint, we can look at cadmium sulfide andsome of the other materials and it is not clear that you can write any
of these technologies off. It must be a question of funding.

Mr. MLAYSKY. I think it is fair to point out that ERDA has recently
started to undertake activity in the field of other materials including
gallium arsenide. I echo my colleague's remarks that they have not
previously had the funds for such activities.

Even though these are in competition with silicon, I feel it is highly
desirable that increased effort go into the development of these mate-rials. The solar cell tends to be thought of as a single entity when in
fact the spectrum of applications which it can address depends upon
its efficiency and its cost, whether or not it can be used with optical
concentrators, whether or not it is useful for some central applications
rather than remote applications.

I think the total energy picture will be served by a variety of differ-ent cells which have their own characteristics. I think nationally we
should give attention to any promising material or alternative.

Senator PERCY. I would like to present to you the dilemma that
Congress is in. We are living now under the restraints of a budget
system into which I have helped introduce businesslike procedures.

For the first time we are really going to set our ceilings on expendi-
tures and then try to live within them. It is going to be extraordinarily
difficult to increase the total amount of funds available to ERDA,
unless we are willing to expand our total financing.

As I recall some 55 percent of ERDA's budget now goes into nuclear
energy. Rather than just increasing solar funding and then adding
that on to the totals spent bv ERDA, could funds be properly shifted
from nuclear or fossil fuel? That way our total energy research and
development and demonstration funding is not increased.

Can we justify shifting funds over from these other areas and in-creasing solar energy expenditure at this stage? Or do you think thatthe levels we have established are just about right? ERDA does get
line item authorization so Congress is very deeply involved in this.

ERDA is able, through suggestions to Congress, to shift the funds,
because their recommendations are based on a great deal of technical
expertise as well as their own judgment.

Mr. DiZio. I cannot address myself to the question of the funds re-
quired for the nuclear development but I find it curious that if you
look at the potential returns of the two technologies-in other words,
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the percentages of energies that might be achieved in the energy sys-
tem from the two technologies and you look at the commitment of
funds to the two technologies-you quickly see that there is a large
discrepancy somewhere.

Whether that means one is too large and therefore should be reduced
or whether it means that the total bundle is too small, I do not say.

Senator PERCY. Anyone else care to comment?
Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. Well, I don't think I can speak for ERDA. I

know I can't. I don't think I can address myself to the question of the
total distribution between nuclear and solar. But I do believe that
nuclear certainly has the promise of delivering massive quantities of
energy a lot sooner than solar energy and perhaps we ought to con-
sider that we have this energy available in order to do the conversion
later on.

I am really suggesting that there is a rationale for the large commit-
ment to nuclear now.

Senator PERCY. I asked the question in the light of the fact that
ERDA estimates that solar contribution to total U.S. energy demand
will be eight-tenths of 1 percent by 1985. ERDA also estimates that
solar contribution will increase to 7 percent by 2000 and to 25 percent
by the year 2020.

Project independence estimates that solar energy could contribute
from 15 to 30 percent of the Nation's total energy requirements by
the year 2000. Our question is whether or not we should increase that
amount.

I think we ought to be spending as much as we can for such tech-
nology. We should absorb as much of the financial burden as seems
feasible and cost-effective. But we can't just get development by pour-
ing in money.

At what point are solar energy technologies expected to provide
energy costs comparable to those of fossil and nuclear energy sources
in the future? Do you have any judgments on statements made on this
subject by ERDA?

Mr. ROSENBLUM. We have looked into that question. There are areas
of application which exist today in which solar photovoltaics are cost
competitive. These tend to be those areas where the system is to be
mounted remotely. The cost of transporting fuel, the cost of main-
tenance and service and so on allows photovoltaics to be competitive.
Such areas for example are the weather stations I mentioned earlier
located on the top of a mountain and navigational aids used by the
Coast Guard and which are difficult to service regularly. For applica-
tions such as these photovoltaics is here in terms of the economics.

Then, there are a number of applications which will develop as the
price of the pliotovoltaics drops and ERDA approaches its goal of 50
cents a watt in 1985. There will be users who will buy in, let's say, at
$2 a watt, $2 a watt and so on. Already we can see the outlines of such
markets. In terms of volume, though, in terms of total power, will
probably be relatively small-maybe a total of megawatts or tens of
megawatts per year. The big payoff for photovoltaic comes when we
can talk about hundreds of thousands of megawatts.

I think the question of whether or not the photovolts are cost com-
petitive has to be viewed in terms of various markets and various types
of applications.
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Senator PERCY. My time is up.
Mr. MLAVSKY. I have two or three comments. It has been cited here

that the photovoltaic systems are modular. By that we mean that the
efficiency is independent of its size. This is in striking contrast to the
nuclear central power station which I now believe has to be something
like 1,000 megawatts to achieve economy of scale.

It is important to keep in mind that the possibility of decentralized
use of photovoltaics is a change in the wvay we make and use electricity,
but it is a fundamental feature and the option provided by photo-
voltaics.

In terms of the large picture, there is a number often quoted that
each year in the United States, the total solar energy falling is over
500 times our total energy consumption. If one wvere to cover 2 percent
of the United States with photovoltaic converters, this would provide
all of our energy that we currently use, but as electricity.

A great deal of that area is already around in the form of roofs on
houses and desert areas of the country. I think that the prospect for a
very large fraction of our energy generation by photovoltaics is there
for the taking, and that economy of scale applies to all of the processes.
If the government is able, through its funding, to stimulate firstly
proof of the viability of the systems, and then the stimulation of the
markets for them, I think the technology will keep up and industry
can supply these things and have an impact on energy needs.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I have some questions I would like
to submit for the record.

Senator FANNIN. The record will be left open 2 weeks and the ques-
tions that are asked can be answered by that time.

Senator PERCY. I would like to say that our witnesses this morning
have been extremely helpful.

Like Senator Fannin, I am deeply interested in this field.A Mr. Chris
Palmer of my staff is the chairman of our energy task force in my
own office. He may be contacting you for help.

The potential for solar energy is so great. The industry I am con-
cerned with, photographics, was revolutionized when the Bell and
Howell Co. developed the idea that you could take light energy and
convert it to electricity for automatic focusing and automatic aperture
setting. The latter innovation turned the photographic business upside
clown and gave Bell & Howell a monopoly for 2 years.

I have seen what potential solar energy can have in a number of
fields.

Thank you.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Senator Percy. This morning we are

privileged to have a very valuable member of the Joint Economic
Committee. At this time we have questioning from Congresswoman
Margaret Heckler.

Representative HECKLER. In Massachusetts. as Mr. Mlavsky knows,
we have concerns. I am concerned about the fund -with which the
Institute would be able to operate. My question would h e zwhether or not
the laboratories are already utilizing all of the available funding so
that the new Institute when it actually becomes operational and is
fornied will really have very little, unless wve have a major new appro-
priation for that purpose -which is not projected into the budget.
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Now would you all comment on the funding problems that a new
institute would involve and how much money might be available under
the existing projections of the budget?

Does the spirit move anyone?
Mr. BACKUS. I might comment on the plan as asked by ERDA. I was

one of perhaps a few people that was very encouraged by that RFP
showing a rather modest start and building up and trying to assess
whether it is really worthwhile or not before making a major commit-
ment.

I think that is a very sound way in which to approach the problem
and not have a large commitment right away and a long term commit-
ment until one is sure that that is the right way to go. I think the
funding required under that plan is reasonable and fits within the
solar budget.

Representative HECKLER. Do the other panelists feel that this mod-
est experimental beginning is the right way to go or do you feel the
state-of-the-art is sufficient to warrant a major investment?

Mr. MLAvsKY. I think I agree with the comments of Professor
Backus, to this extent. We are looking now to develop an industry.
Hopefully one will be able to buy one's solar photo-voltaic panel from
the local lumber yard. Under these conditions as a technologist I find
it difficult to understand how a research institute will transfer its
findings to the point where they can be used by industry.

I think this is much more of a challenge in the creation of a Solar
Energy Research Institute than the question of its scientific and pro-
fessional organization. which was beautifully presented by the Na-
tional Academy. I think this is a very crucial problem, the technology
transfer problem from an institute to an industry.

I feel that, in the early days, this Institute should address itself to
this problem as much as to the question of its basic organization.

Representative HECKLER. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you. Congressman Runnels has a question.
Representative RUNNELS. Mr. Backus, I think you stated that in

your opinion ERDA was understaffed at this point in time. I would
ask all of the panel members if they care to comment. Mr. Rosenblum,
I chaired a committee where NASA had originally asked in fiscal
year 1976 for $12 million originally for outer space generation and
beaming back to the Earth. Then by the time they got over to OMB
they had cut the figure to $8 million. By the time it got to Congress,
it was to zero. I am wondering-I go back to Mr. Backus' statement-
have we studied solar energy long enough in most of you gentlemen's
opinion and now it is time with a joint effort of the Federal Govern-
ment and private enterprise to put some of these theories into actual
demonstration plants and to junk those that will not work and to jump
on those that will work?

If so, how much money should be included in the budget to put some
of these pilot projects actually onqtream? Does anybody have any
ideas? In what time period are we talking about?

Mr. ROSENBLUM. Perhaps I can address your question. We are now
involved with the matter of residential tests. I use the word test rather
than demonstration deliberately because we are in that phase of our
understanding-or I should say, lack of understanding-where we
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must run a good many tests of the power system as a whole. For a
house, this means not only test the solar cells in the array but with
power condition and other components. We use AC power in homes
and have to convert from DC to AC. The matter of storage is involved.
The matter of tying in with a utility is involved. All these interfaces
have to be considered from a technical point of view and also from
the institutional interfaces involved. There is safety and a whole
array of related matters. All of these matters have to be attacked in
a systematic and thorough fashion. I think the kind of program we
are striving toward in the test and demonstration project addresses
these in just that fashion.

Obtaining technical answers can only be rushed so far or so much.
I do not believe that in the area of residential photovolts we are ready
for a demonstration, if one thinks of a demonstration as the step pre-
ceding commercialization. We are somewhat back from that point.

We are approaching solutions to technical problems in the time
proven manner. I would say that on that score, we are probably ap-
proaching things correctly, increasing the budget or a speedup would
not really assist greatly to do a systematic job.

What can be done is to pump more money into x more options and
perhaps in that way, minimize the risk of overlooking something im-
portant. There is that aspect to increased funding.

I have to finish my answer on this note. The job we are doing is a
system test job as such it differs from a development job and responds
differently to added funding.

Mr. DiZio. I agree partially with what Mr. Rosenblum mentioned
but there are some other things that have to be considered also. It is
immaterial what type of a generator one has, whether it be solar or
some other. If it is going to be a distributed one, there are many things
we don't understand yet.

We are beginning to work with some selected power utilities to
answer questions which you can't even imagine but sit down and try
to do a system study on paper. The questions of having the large dis-
tributor generating system, how it interphases with the grid system
of the United States.

What this means in the sense of energies being fed in at different
places at different times which suddenly come on line and go off line
as clouds go by. What happens when a system's failure occurs and the
lineman does not know from which direction the power is coming
from?

All of these things have to be studied in a distributed sense. Those
things have to look at the question of a distributed system in different
parts of the country which are going to require different kinds of
inputs.

Certainly the geological and meteorological conditions in Florida
are not the same as in Massachusetts. There is no one that can give
us the answer to the questions we have got to answer. We have got
to get started now. Ten years is not too long. If we are going to have
the economic problems involved in 10 years, we better start thinking
now about what it is we want to create 10 years from today.

We can't do that on paper, as far as I am concerned.
Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. I would like to comment that everybody is

right. I am more concerned with an improper start in the utilization
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of solar energy so as to discredit it prematurely. There is a proper
pace. I think both gentlemen are correct in terms of the difficulty of
onsite or distributed systems.

I also think that something has to be done to find out what the real
problems are by actually having experience.

But I suggest that there is a pace and we should not just jump in
all arms and legs at once.

Mr. ROSENBLUA. May I clarify something for my friend Steve? We
are as part of the program running actual tests with hardware. I did
not want to leave Steve with the impression we are doing nothing but
paper studies. Of course paper studies are needed as well as the sys-
tem analyses and everything that goes along with it. But hardware
tests are vital and so we are in total agreement.

That is the program we have underway now. That is the one I was
referring to.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. DiZio, in your statement you say it is our
opinion that the most cost-effective way to bring solar energy to reali-
zation would involve a joint effort between industry and Government.
Are you satisfied with the program now projected?

Mr. DiZio. I have not seen enough in the area of market develop-
ment and systems study that gives us, as a business, a clear under-
standing of what type of time schedule we should gear our develop-
ment to.

It is difficult to program a capital expansion to provide for a prod-
uct if we don't know what that product is supposed to look like and
we don't know what the needs of the market are. We are going to try
to determine the answers to these questions ourselves as quickly as
possible, but I really don't believe we can address the problem as ef-
fectively as the Government can. I don't believe what I have seen as
the program that the Government is proposing is large enough to
give us the answers in the length of time that we need them.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you very much. Mr. Mlavsky, you spoke in
your statement on the first page about what is being done with the
eff orts going forward on the different programs that are involved.

We have heard a great deal about reduction in cost. What has taken
place to date in the reduction of the cost as far as the manufacturing
of these units is concerned?

Mr. MLAVSKY. It is very difficult to give you a point of time answer to
that, Senator. We were able several years ago to define all of the tech-
nological hurdles to cost reduction. We are addressing them all. It is
a bit like building a new house. Until the plumbers and the carpenters
are out of it, you can't address the livability of the house.

We feel within a fairly short time these will come together to jus-
tify the approach. We are confident, for example, that the costs that
have been talked about, 50 cents a watt, are achievable through this
technology. We are moderately satisfied with the technical progress
that has been made toward solving the problems which must be solved
to achieve that price.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you very much. Mr. Backus, you gave some
figures which reflect the amounts of money that should be expended or
could be expended beneficially. I don't think we arrived at any defini-
tion. But you stated several. In the solar energy act that we have intro-
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duced, we proposed the sum of $78.9 million be allotted for the devel-
opment of photovoltaics.

The President's budget allowed for $28.2 million in fiscal 1977. Do
you feel there is sufficient R. & D. activity to absorb this increase in
funding?

Mr. BACKUS. Yes, sir, I do. In my estimate, a $60 to $70 million pro-
gram is well justified and could be well spent.

Senator FANNIN. I can recall when FAA Administrator Frank Zarb
asked you the direct question would you be able to make work progress
if you had more money? Could it be spent beneficially and advanta-
geously and produce results? I think your answer to him was yes, you
felt it could be. I appreciate your answer at this time. Are we yet at
the stage where some of these funds could be expended to provide a
market for solar cells in order to bring the cost of photovoltaics down
to a competitive range with our alternatives?

Mr. BACKUS. We do have a program to do that to some modified
extent. I think these programs are needed to economically justify
applications for these special purpose power sources. More than that
they are tests which are going to identify a lot of problems that you
can't determine now in the laboratory.

What are the problems with large-scale power sources such as this?
'What is the degradation in the field and the type of environments you
can't anticipate in the laboratory?

This will feed back to the development of cheaper cells which are
coming out.

Senator FANNIN. We went through the same program with tran-
sistors. They said 9 out of 10 transistors manufactured were rejects. It
was a tremendously costly program. I know it did turn out that in a
few years' time, the cost went down fantastically. Although I don't an-
ticipate that would happen in this case, I thought perhaps there could
be some tie-in with the nroduction.

Mr. BACKUS. I think that is true but there is more of a limit. It is not
a parallel type of development in that you have a large material in-
tensive product in this case. You have a limitation that way. I think
that there will have to be a fairly major change in the technology from
which cells are being made now, such as going to the ribbon cells or
some other product. some other large-scale deposition before one can
get well below 50 cents per watt.

If one uses the present technology of growing single crystal silicon,
and making that into cells, even with increasing production rates, I
don't think we can reach 50 cents per watt. We have to bring that along
at the same time of developing processes.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you. I would ask the same question of the
other witnesses. Do you feel there is sufficient R. & D. to absorb this
increase in funding that I mentioned?

Mr. MLAvsKY. I think I agree with the comments of my colleague,
Professor Backus. It does require a technology which is not current. It
may be incipient, it may be in the development stage, but I think one
can be beguiled a little with the analogy to the transistor. Tlhere their
development came through getting more and more devices on a smaller
and smaller piece of silicon.

I do believe we should continue to explore vigorously any potential
new research which could lead to a solution. I think we should also
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very heavily undertake those programs which indicate the real, in-the-
field problems which will arise.

I think it is worth emphasizing that the real successes or failures of
these devices are going to be: determined by using them under real con-
ditions. Clouds come and go; freak weather in a region which has not
had it occurs.

I really do believe this is receiving far too little emphasis since any
solar device which produces electricity relies enormously heavily on
electrical energy storage. This could be the Achilles' heel of photo-
voltaics and any other approach to solar electricity.

I do not feel we should cut off the basic research nor should we fail
to take the developments that are now at some fairly advanced stage
and subject them to real tests in the field.

Senator FANNIN. Are there any other comments on that? Are we at
the stage where some of these funds could be expended to bring the cost
of photovoltaics down to competitive range with our alternatives?

Mr. Mlavsky, you think this is something which is in the future?
Mr. MLAvsKY. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, gentlemen, very much. I will have some

questions Senator Humphrey has submitted to me. Senator Taft?
Senator TAFr. No, Mr. Chairman. I don't have any questions.
Senator PERCY. Very quickly, I want you to give me a yes or no

answer, if you can. There have been some allegations that major oil
companies who are funding solar energy R. & D. may have an incen-
tive to slow down the commercial development of solar energy in order
to maintain profits from other competing energy sources.

Do any of you have direct knowledge of whether or not this is taking
place?

Mr. MLAVSKY. I can only speak from my own limited experience but
the venture which I am concerned with is called Mobil Tyco. For a
typical route 128 company in technology, these companies are in great
shape until they actually invent something.

When we first determined that the silicon ribbon approach to solar
cells looked promising, Tyco was faced with a large dilemma. It -was
obvious that a great deal of money would be required over a sustained
period, no less than 7 years, in order to exploit this development. Tyco
simply was not capable of funding such a development. When we
sought a partner to help with this development-

Senator PERCY. Out of consideration for the next panel, I merely
wanted to give you an opportunity to answer the question "yes" or "no. "7
The record will be kept open for 2 weeks so you can supplement your
reply.

Mr. MLAVSKY. I will simply state that without the participation of
Mobil, this program would have died 3 years ago.

Senator PERCY. There is no slowdown whatsoever that you see?
Mr. MLAvsKY. No.
Mr. DiZio. I can state the same thing. Our involvement is with Shell

Oil Co., who is an 80-percent stockholder of SES. They are only impa-
tient that we are not moving fast enough.

Senator PERCY. The second question is again a yes or no answer. Is
there any duplication between FEA and ERDA in the effort made by
the Government to commercialize solar energy?
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The last question is whether ERDA has used international research
efforts to solve common energy problems? Do you see any evidence that
'ye are really reaching out among a community of nations now to see
whether or not we can concentrate our energies and attention? If you
think that we can profitably do so, we would like to hear from you on
that.

Thank you.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Senator. The reason we are anxious

to get some of these questions Senator Humphrey submitted answered
today is that we are marking up the ERDA budget this week. We
consequently need your help in determining just where the needs are.
These questions will be asked so that you can respond accordingly.

Mr. SCB-EmDERMAN-, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory presented a
plan to ERDA for the development of low cost solar cells. This plan
would bring solar electricity down to current cost of alternatives. What
level of funding is necessary to get this plan underway?Mr. ScUNEIDERMAN. Are you asking, Senator what is the present
level of funding?

Senator FANNIN. What level of funding is necessary to get this
program underway? What do you feel is necessary to get this program
underway?

Mlr. SCHNEIDERTUAN. The initiation
Senator FANNIN. I think you did make some recommendations in

this regard.
Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. We submitted a budget-as part of our share

of the program to ERDA and of course wve are not responsible for the
distribution of funds within the program. I am not sure how to ansxver
your question.

Senator FAN-NIN. Do you have sufficient funds to meet your goal?
We are trying to determine whether or not more funds are needed to
carry through the goals that you have set.

Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN-. We believe that then at the present time funds
are sufficient to get going.

Senator FANNIN. Would you ask for any increase at this time in
that regard?

Mr. SCHNEIDERAIAN. No. we are content.
Senator FANNIN. The photovoltaic conversion program background

and rationale for the new 10-year plan is what I am referring to. We
have some recommendations that have been made by JPL. What key
technological breakthroughs effect the success of this program?

Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. In my earlier statement I said reduction in the
price of materials, developing processing which automate the assembly
and so on. Of course, new inventions would not hurt.

Senator FAN-NIN. There may be some repetition in some of the testi-
mony being given but we do want these questions answered if we could
so that we will have specific answers to some of the questions that will
arise diurinis the mark up of the ERDA bill.

Whbat other variables exist?
Mr. SCITNEIDERMAN. I would suggest that probably the largest bar-

rier mentioned this morning and that is the market that might exist
to take these things.
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- Senator FANNIN. What evidence do you have that these barriers can
be overcome?

Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. I think it is too early to answer that question.
I think it requires 1 or 2 more years work to find that out.

Senator FANN-IN. What has been ERDA's response to this plan for
low cost solar cells?

Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. I don't understand that question because we
are only responsible for the array portion.

Senator FANNIN. We will have to give you a copy of this information
that was furnished to the committee. Perhaps it will be of assistance
in answering the questions.

Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. I would like to introduce Mr. Bob Forney, the
Project Manager for ERDA.

Senator FANNIN. Perhaps we could have the answers on a specific
basis. I did not mean you were not giving them but perhaps you could
be more concise.

Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. Do you want the answers in writing?
Senator FANNIN. No. If you have the information there that you

can give to us that can be a part of the record, it would be appreciated.
Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. The program has laid out the approach to

attack the high cost in the areas such as materials, the encapsulation
process and the sheet processing. These have all been supported ade-
quately in the way that the project plans were laid out originally.
We now have underway some 25 contracts with industry to attack
each of these areas which are called technology development areas that
are needed to drive the costs down.

Senator FANNIN. So that we can have specific answers, perhaps
you could give them to us later during the day.

Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. If we continue our present pace, how long will

it take to develop low cost solar cells? What would be the estimates?
Mr. Rosenblum, do you have any idea?
Mr. ROSENBLUM. Is the question directed toward probing whether

or not the ERDA goal
Senator FANNIN. The ERDA goal and also the goal of industry.

What is your estimate on how long it will take to develop low cost
solar cells? I understand when you say low cost, it depends on the
utilization. You feel there are low cost in certain utilizations we have
today. If we are talking about the high generation of electricity,
we would not say low cost.

Would you specify on what is your opinion as to how much it will
go down in cost as the manufacturing increases.

Mr. RosENBLUrM. NASA as part of the space program has been
looking into the matter of low cost. I can speak out of some experi-
ence on that subject.

We have had for the last 4 years a program for the development
of low cost, space solar cells. Of course you recognize that for the
space cell we look for a cell having higher quality and reliability
than in terrestrial cells. But the thrust is essentially the same. We
have a contract effort going at Spectrolab Corp. in the production of
low cost solar cells for space which involve techniques that eliminate
all vacuum processes and much hand labor; in other words, techniques
aimed toward automation and eliminating costly processing. Based
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on the present results of the program, estimates made by Spectrolab
predict that with a 2.5 megawatt production capacity and incorpora-
tion of the techniques now developed into automated production, a
price of $1.60 a watt, can be expected.

That could be sometime perhaps in the period 1979 to 1980. This
project is independent now of the ERDA program and as such
provides an independent data point. This data point, incidentally
fits very well with the ERDA projections.

I have been talking about technology that is in hand and is being
exploited at present. In view of all this I would say the ERDA goals
are very credible from a technology point of view and I expect they
can be achieved.

Senator FANNIN. We will submit to each panelist the questions
we are going to ask on this subject. If you have comments, it will
be appreciated. Some of you may not have the information. If not,we would not expect you to submit any written answers. It was
originally proposed that $60 million be spent this year on solar cell
development. This figure was reduced by OMB and ERDA to $28
million.

Would each of you give me your evaluation of what impact thisreduction could have on photovoltaic cells?
Mr. DiZio. In my opinion the program which we see has been

pretty much "one horse," you might say. I think the reason for that
is because they don't have sufficient funds.

Of course you can't necessarily shorten the time constant by addi-
tional funds. But if you are interested in the probability of success,
betting on more than one horse is the best way to come out a winner
in a horse race.

Mr. BACKUS. I concur. It is just a matter of putting all your
eggs in one basket. The increased funding would decrease the time
scale somewhat but would certainly greatly increase the alternatives.

Senator FANNIN. I think you made that point before.
Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. I have to concur that the confidence factor

would increase but that is no guarantee of accelerated time.
Mr. MLAVSKY. I would concur with the proposal in the bill that we

are discussing, that the funding be restored to $60 million.
Mr. ROSENBLUM. My comments would parallel the three panelists

on the lefthand side of the table.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. DiZio, tell us how sensitive your research

and development efforts are to decreases in ERDA solar funds?
Mr. DiZio. I don't believe our research and development is partic-

ularly sensitive to ERDA finds because we are not using ERDA
funds for this particular development work. On the other hand, the
ERDA funds used in the market development could be very im-
portant because they might change drastically the direction of our
program.

Senator FANNIN. Well, what are the major problems?
Mr. DiZIo. Our basic technology is such that we do not require new

breakthrougbs to achieve cost objectives.
Senator FANNIN. What about manufacturing larger quantities?
Mr. DiZio. We will reduce the cost and expand production to meet

the markets that are identified as existing.
Senator FANNIN. Would you want to answer the same question?
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Mr. MLAvsKY. I think my answer is almost identical to that of
the previous speaker.

A large proportion of our development work is supported inhouse.
But the direction which it goes and our final ability to effect econ-
omies of scale and production depend upon the creation of a mar-
ket. It is in that area that we feel that increased Government expendi-
tures would be most useful to our technology.

Senator FANNIN. Are the major problems you faced in develop-
ing a long thin strip of solar material technical or economic?

Mr. MLAVSKY. Right now they are more technical. One of the
advances of this technology is that it achieves a reasonably large
scale at a reasonably small size plant. These are well defined ad-
vanced development problems, not research problems requiring break-
throughs but an ordinary and hopefully efficient conduct of an en-
gineermig type of development.

The problems of really achieving low cost, however, are economic
rather than technical.

Senator FANNIN. How could the Government accelerate their ef-
forts to get the cost down? Would your answer be similar to those
previously made.

Mr. MLAVSKY. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Backus and Mr. Schneiderman, you are both

acknowledged experts on the solar energy technology of photovol-
taics. This work is being achieved with modest Government help.

The photovoltaic branch of ERDA asked to spend $60 million on
solar cell development. This was reduced finally to $28 million. In
your opinion, first, can an outlay of $60 million in Government funds
for solar cells be handled by the private sector? Will funds be used
properly and beneficially?

Mr. BACKUS. Yes, sir. I think it can be used effectively and I think
the plans were laid out to do that. As I understand it, their program
plan was to achieve their objectives and that was the money required
to achieve it.

Senator FANNIN. Is there sufficient research and development work
that needs to be done on solar cells that requires $60 million?

Mr. BACKUS. I would say yes.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Schneiderman?
Mr. SCHNEIDERMAN. I guess the system could absorb all the money

you can give it. I am not so sure how productive it would be. Right now
I think I would prefer a more gentle start in this arena and then
a massive effort. Reserve the funds for a little later on when we know
better what we should be doing.

Senator FANNIN. You gentlemen have been very patient and very
cooperative. It has been very beneficial in establishing a good record.
I think it will be very helpful to this committee and to the committees
that are marking up the ERDA bill.

I very much appreciate your being here this morning. Thank you
all for being with us. The next panel is on solar thermal electric sys-
tems. We have with us Floyd Blake of the Martin Marietta Corp.,
Donald Anderson of Sheldahl, and Yudi Gupta of E-Systems.

Thank you, gentlemen, for being with us here this morning. We
very much appreciate your patience. We are very anxious to hear from
you.
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The ERDA personnel have testified several times. We do have
their testimony and it will be utilized in the markup of the ERDA
request. We are very pleased to have you gentlemen testify here today.

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF FLOYD A. BLAKE, PROGRAM DIRECTOR, SOLAR
ENERGY RESEARCH PROJECTS, MARTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE,
AND MEMBER, PANEL ON SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC SYSTEMS

Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I thank youvery much for the invitation to appear and discuss my favorite subject,
electric power generation by solar energy.

Martin Marietta, in association with team partners, has been'active
in the central receiver-steam generator-solar 'thermal power pro-
gram for the past 3 years under the sponsorship of both' the- National
science Foundation and the Energy Research and Development Ad-
ministration. These have included one complete program and three on-
going programs.

The key approaches to the design of a high performance solar power
system and a recommended development program for it were estab-
lished in the now complete solar power system and component research
program. Of most importance and benefit are the use of cavity con-
figuration steam generators, concentrating heliostats, and a central
receiver optical system featuring north side collector modules, of
approximately 1,800 heliostats designed to be replicated relatively in
small sizes.

Phase 1 of the central receiver solar thermal power system program
is currently being performed in association with Bechtel Corp., Foster
Wheeler Energy Corp., and Georgia Institute of Technology. The end
objective of this phase is the preliminary design of the 10 megawatts
electrical solar power pilot plant. Activities complete or underway to
support this objective are the definition of a conceptual design, eco-
nomic analysis and research experiments on the collector, receiver and
solar thermal storage subsystems.

The first large quantity, solar powered steam generation will be
accomplished in the 1 MWth bench model cavity receiver steam gen-
erator program, which has reached the checkout test stage. Solar test-
ing will be performed under a French-United States cooperative
agreement in the Centre National de la Recherche Solar Laboratory
furnace at Odeillo, France. Major elements of the test installation are
being provided under separate contract by Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology.

Fabrication, installation, and checkout testing of the first field of
heliostats for the 5 MWt central receiver solar thermal test facility
being built at Sandia Laboratories in Albuquerque, N. Mex., are
underway.

I have shown a layout of the heliostat field for that 5 megawatt
facility, chart 1. The shaded zone is the zone that is presently under
contract.

These three programs are dovetailing elements of the overall pro-
gram to develop solar thermal electrical power generation technology
which should reach the pilot plant stage in 1980 and demonstration
plant stage in 1985.
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Senator FANNIN. Chart 1, is that the 10-megawatt there?
Mr. BLAKE. The pilot plant is the 10-megawatt, electric.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
Mr. BLAKE. The orderly program started 3 years ago to develop

solar energy electric power generation is timely, important, and based
on solid technical and economic foundations. The program, carried
through the pilot and demonstration plant stages, will benefit the
country by contributing a new element in the inventory of power
producing systems. Obvious desirable features are the use of inextiaust-
ible solar energy for fuel and the opening to useful production of arid
land without excessive demands for water.

The technical foundation for the solar power system draws from a
large body of effort in the field of solar concentrator energy conversion
both in the United States and abroad, and four basic areas of the
needed technology have been demonstrated separately, but not as a
combined system. These include:

1. High performance solar concentrators.
2. High quality Solar Steam Generation. Steam at 150 atmos-

phere and 500 degrees Celsius has been generated by the central
receiver configuration installation at Genoa, Italy.

3. High temperature Electrical Power Generation. Low levels
of power suitable for spacecraft have been generated by solar
thermionic generators at temperatures up to 3189° nearly three
times the level needed for steam power cycles.

4. Large area Multi-Facet Solar Collector. The need to collect
2000 m2 of sunlight with modest size equipment was met by use
of 63 heliostats of 45 m2 each, which work together as a collector
subsystem to power the CNRS furnace.

Development of a solar power system centers around the problems
of scaling existing technology rather than the need for any extension
of the state of the art. With this in mind, the conceptual design
of the pilot plant will demonstrate all of the solar unique equipment
at the full scale required for the demonstration plant. The pilot plant
is essentially a module of the demonstration plant. The complexity of
the design problems, both optically and thermally, is substantial;
but has received a strong assist from tools developed to solve simi-
larly complex spacecraft problems.

In a very real sense, the solar powerplant's rapid development po-
tential is a terrestrial application of space technology.

The item shown on chart 2 is the one megawatt boiler which is
going to France and the two lower pictures show it as it was com-
pleted within the last month. The scaling that I addressed is illus-
trated by the three stages of the scale.

In 1976, where we are now, the unit is about 8 feet tall. In 1977, the
5-megawatt unit to be tested in Albuquerque is 30 feet tall, and the
pilot boiler will be 60 feet tall. This is an orderly development process
to solve our problems when they are small and to solve technical
scaling problems in orderly steps.

Keys to economic competitive status with alternate power systems
involve the absolute cost of the major working element of the sys-
tem, the mirrors, and the ability to achieve high technical perform-
ance of the system. The basis for commercial plant costing analyses
necessarily involves extrapolation from costs of currently available
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equipment which is generally low production and laboratory quality.
However, the breakthrough for realistic optimism is the current

existence of a highly automated mirror industry which produces the
high quality mirrors, chart 3, needed for modest costs, approximately
$1 per square foot.

Technical efficiency of the system has direct leverage on the cost as
it sets the collector subsystem sizes, such as those illustrated in this
chart.

The current central receiver commercial plant is projected to de-
liver 183 watts per square meter of mirror when operating in 861 w/me
sunlight for an end to end efficiency of 21.2 percent.

In determining cost competitiveness with current power generating
systems, the effect on cost of design maturity must be considered. The
The thermal storage and electric power generation subsystem config-
urations are shown on chart 4. Thermal storage, on the left, is a picture
of the experiment. It does have to be raised in scale for the pilot plant
but only for the size and number of tanks. Control of sequences and
materials and temperatures will be demonstrated in the experiment.

Costing summaries are shown on two pie charts of chart 5 and below
them two field layouts. One is for 100-megawatt plant that could make
100 megawatts on sunlight but does not have within it storage. The
second one is a plant which is of the intermediate size that would have
6 hours a day of storage.

Its operation would jump to 5,100 hours a year. There are many
more collector fields. There are 8 collector fields in the conversion
plant, 14 in the plant with storage. To illustrate that there is more
than one part to this story, the solar plant alone would project at
$894 a kilowatt. There are several small pieces of one and one very
big piece, the largest piece here is the mirror.

The main working elements are not by themselves, as manufac-
tured, the big item. The mechanisms to support them are. These lend
themselves to mass production and cost reduction designs.

In the system with thermal storage, again, it is the mirror tracking
units that are the big element and this is because there are many more
mirrors. Essentially six of these fields pour their energy into storage
so it can be withdrawn after dark.

While the first demonstration plant will not be less expensive than
nuclear or coal alternatives, we do project that a crossover with nu-
clear plant costs now being reported will occur with the fourth com-
mercial size plant. The declining cost projection is based on the learn-
ing curve cost reductions and reductions resulting from high volume
industrial tooling.

For the projected development to be accomplished in less time, that
is the 10 years, than it would take to build a nuclear plant starting
today-the substantial increase in authorized funding being consid-
ered for 1977 is critical.

Without it, I envision an unnecessary stretchout of the preliminary
design phase or an interruption in the program between phase 1 and
phase 2 impacting continuity and momentum of the development. I
believe either of these events will increase the cost of development and
delay the date when solar power is a realistic alternative.

[The charts referred to follow:]
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Senator FANNIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Blake.
Mr. Anderson.

STATEMENT OF D. E. ANDERSON, VICE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR,
SOLAR ENERGY GROUP, SHELDAHL, AND MEMBER, PANEL ON
SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC SYSTEMS

Mr. ANDERSON. I would like to show some slides.
We have been involved in parallel programs to Floyd Blake's de-

scription for the last 3 years.
[Slide.]
This includes some work with central receiver designs. Rather than

spend time on that, I will summarize that briefly by describing the
fact that we first had a study contract through the National Science
Foundation looking at the central receiver heliostat type plants. They
definitely have economic potential.

We are proceding in concert with a team headed by McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics on the development of reflective surfaces for a
fairly similar heliostat concept. I would like to touch only here on the
one statement of the feasibility of scale up to volume production.

We are interested primarily now in the development of first surface
plastic phase materials for solar applications.

[Slide.]
In this area, we have adapted conventional glass and mirror lines

to provide the materials on which a first surface mirror can be devel-
oped. A single line of this sort can produce there enough for one square
mile of mirrors per month.

We have produced full size heliostat mirrors with reflectances in
excess of 90 percent. Rather than spend more time on that, I would like
to focus on the fact that there is a variety of concentration ratios, a
variety of tasks being examined under the funding by many people
for the application of solar thermal energy and different temperatures.

[Slide.]
Basically, the need for solar tracking is associated with the need to

get higher temperatures. The operation for heating homes can operate
at 180 degrees. In order to enhance this temeprature, we have to stuff
more lighting into a smaller surface area. There are a variety of ways
of doing this. Sheldahl is involved in two of them.

One of them is a light focusing system which can achieve concentra-
tions ratios from 30 to 100 suns, providing temperatures of several
hundred Fahrenheit. The higher temperature systems which tracks
sunlight in two directions, can achieve concentration ratios above the
limits of conventional boiler technology to convert the sunlight into
thermal form.

In the intermediate temperature region, a number of applications
exist which combine the production of electricity with the use of wasteheat and solar total thermal energy systems.

The primary advantage of the intermediate temperature system is
that the unit is modular which permits it to be installed adjacent to
structures, on the roof of structures and the like.
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Applications where the waste heat from this plant itself can be used.
One of these systems is now operational down in Albuquerque.

[ Slide. ]
This has reached temperatures of 600 degrees Fahrenheit and has

operated successfully. That system can collect in excess of 50 percent
of all of the solar energy which impinges on the aperture.

[Slide.]
In the general sense, the line focus systems all require an appreci-

able amount of engineering attention to detail. Both in the optical and
concentrators, the materials from which they are built, and the re-
ceivers which can convert that concentrated solar flux from high
temperatures.

The concentrators can operate with high efficiency.
[Slide.]
The system wich Sheldahl has developed with its own funds is an

adaptation of this simple line focus parabola, using then a number
of long segments very much like venetian blinds which can be focused.

This lends itself directly to mass production because you have a very
simple unit which can be fabricated and installed in a variety of appli-
cations with a modular size of 200 square feet to each unit.

The sole purpose here is sun tracking.
[ Slide. ]
The tracking system like this is well within the state of the art

using very simple mechanisms and light sensors very much like the
light detectors on cameras. A pair of sensors here mounted next to
receivers are sufficient to provide complete automated tracking of such
a system.

[Slide.]
The use of a system of this sort in commercial applications requires

a complete automation of sensing of the sun, sensing of demand for
heat and the detection of over temperatures. All of this is within the
state of the art.

[Slide.]
The application of intermediate temperature units distributed fields

to a solar total energy system has been studied in some detail under
funding provided by ERDA to the American Technological Univer-
sity in concert with the Army, taking a specific existing dormitory com-
plex at the Fort Hood installation in Texas.

[Slide.]
The building complex here consists of 19 buildings with 430,000

square feet of floor space. Over the past 2 years, careful measure-
ments of the energy use of that complex and the available sunlight
have been used in first phase engineering studies to study the impact,
covering 214,000 square feet of surface area, about half the square foot-
age of the building space being supplied with total energy. This in-
cluded electrical, heating, air conditioning and hot water for the
complex.

[ Slide.]
The complex has had careful measurements of both the present use

of energy and the availability of focusable sunlight. The studies to
date would indicate that on the order of 61 percent of the total energy
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costs of that complex could be supplemented with this kind of a system
with only short term storage.

[ Slide. ]
I attempted to address myself to the general question of the relative

importance of solar energy in comparison to other forms. The general
questions don't have to do with its ecological impact but rather has to
do with the fact that the impact may be small, several percent for
example by the end of the century. It obviously is unreliable on a given
day in given weather. The cost of solar plants are around $10 per
square foot or $1,000 per kilowatt.

[Slide.]
It cannot happen before the early part of the 21st century.
[ Slide. ]
It turns out if you look at the total use of energy in the United States,

about 70 percent of all of our energy is supplied by burning fuels or
nuclear energy in the stationary form and is used to produce tempera-
tures below 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit.

Even without long-term storage, taking into account weather pat-
terns, about 50 percent of that energy could be replaced by in a sense
consuming sunlight when available, fossil fuels and nuclear when not
available.

[Slide.]
In terms of questions of unreliability, today we can replace 50 per-

cent of fuel consumption with only overnight .storage. There are ad-
vance concepts under study. Even seasonal storage is quite practical in
the future with additional study. Our seasonal storage would make
solar energy very much like hydroelectricity. The plant does have to
follow the weather on an annual basis.

But at a given time we can load fuel and draw energy from it at a
rate not directly correlated with the rate at which sunlight is arriving.

[Slide.]
In terms of expense, the thermal collection which can be used to

displace other forms, break-even costs are on the order of $10 per
square foot.

We are building the system at a cost of $19 per square foot. With a
few breakthroughs we can get down to that range.

I Slide.]
everal systems will collect at least 200,000 Btu's per square foot

per year. Taking those two numbers, we then have the capital cost of
providing energy at something like $50 per million Btu per year.

I have a comparison shown on the last three lines of the slide to in
a sense producing 1 million Btu's per year by buying 5 square feet
of the system versus burning oil which cost $3.56 per million Btu. If
one uses the capital investment of a long lifetime system, that $10
per square foot system would collect energy at $2 per million Btu.

If you view this as something where it must pay back over a normal
commercial lifetime of say 20 years at 10 percent interest, that solar
cost would be $5.88 a million Btu, within a factor of two of present
cost of energy.

I find this encouraging.
[Slide.]
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On the commercial system, it is available today. Speaking as a rep-
resentative of a modest size company, $50 million per year, the prime
concern has been to be associated with the systematic development of
the market and of incentives for that market.

[Slide.]
As to whether it is too late, none of the technology required for solar

development is beyond state of the art and once you produce the tem-
perature at the same quality- steam at the same pressure as is used by
fossil fuel plants-the rest of the system is conventional.

There are typical problems of making the systems cost effective and
reliable and having a long lifetime. Thank you.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mir. Anderson.
Mir. Gupta, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF Y. P. GUPTA, CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF ENERGY
PROGRAMS, E-SYSTEMS, INC., AND MEMBER, PANEL ON SOLAR
THERMAL ELECTRIC SYSTEMS

Mr. GUPTA. Mir. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before this distinguished committee. I would like to speak to the thesis
that there is a necessity and a need for research development and dem-
onstration of a number of solar thermal concepts in parallel.

Citizens across the country are anxious to utilize solar electrical
power to alleviate their energy problems. Solar power system require-
ments in small-to-moderate capacity include solar thermal power sys-
tems for small residential and urban communities, industrial parks,
academic institutions, and defense establishments. In my testimony I
vould like to speak also of a system that meets the total spectrum of
requirements from grouped modules comprising a central powerplant,
to distributed modules close to the point of energy consumption.

Therefore I would like to submit that it will be highly prudent and
in the best interest of the energy future of the United States to have
a properly funded and accelerated program with emphasis on develop-
ment and demonstration of several projects. To select one for develop-
ment as is largely the case at the present and postpone the rest to low-
level study is at best a very risky approach.

Here are 10 reasons why we believe so: (1) The scientific feasi-
bility of solar to electric conversion is well established; (2) the tech-
nology base exists for construction of first-generation power modules:
(3) industrial interests and capabilities are sufficiently strong to suc-
cessfully complete development and demonstration programs on sev-
eral basic system concepts in parallel; (4) examples exist in the recent
history of technology that demonstrates the wisdom of pursuing sev-
eral concepts in parallel. If the originally selected approach for the
enrichment of uranium were to continue to be developed exclusively,
we probably would not have nuclear energy today; (5) given a specific
application mode, solar thermal systems differ from each other pri-
marily due to the type of solar collector selected. There are over half
a dozen different solar collector candidates proposed to date. Fach has
important differences with regard to the performance, technology,
probable economics, and sensitivity to location including seismic ac-
tivity. Thus it is highly unlikely that a single-system concept would
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be equally effective for a diversity of requirements; (6) the centralreceiver concept, the only one being developed with ERDA funds, isbased on the philosophy of large solar electric powerplants; that is,100 megawatts and over. Such a system cannot cost effectively meetthe diversity of requirements, such as powerplants for agricultural
and residential communities or as total energy systems; (7) largesolar powerplants will be site restricted because of the enormousamount of cooling water required, particularly in the dry regionswhere solar powerplants are natural because of high insolation.Small modular powerplants in a given region are more naturally
adapted to a distributed source of water supply. They can be locatednear dispersed reservoirs, or ground water; (8) centralized largersolar powerplants would of necessity have to be constructed in anarea substantially removed from the load center. Thus power trans-mission losses will be higher compared to modular powerplants locatedclose in to the load center; (9) at the anticipated rate of growth inthe southwestern United States, a substantial fraction of the newpowerplant starts over the next 2 decades can be solar power units,provided a small solar module with short construction time, 12 to 24months, can be successfully demonstrated; and (10) to effectively util-ize solar power units, transition from prototype demonstration to ac-tual production is essential. This is time consuming since largeamounts of funds will be required for production facilities essential toachieving the economices of mass production. These large investments

cannot be prudently faced by the business community or the Govern-ment until prototypes have been built and tested.
A single concept approach, should it run into snags during the de-velopment and demonstration phases, could easily delay the utilizationof solar power by a decade or more. The parallel multiconcept ap-proach provides an inherent security in addition to making availablea variety of solar power systems adapted at diverse requirements.
Earlier it was stated that to date several solar thermal power sys-tem concepts have been proposed. In general, the proposed conceptsfall into two categories, one employing typically moving mirrors andthe other fixed mirrors. In any case, large mirror areas supported onrigid structures capable of withstanding operational and environ-mental loads are required. Both types of systems are technically fea-

sible and can be developed and demonstrated with speed. What needsto be determined is the cost performance relation for a variety of re-quirements solar thermal systems are anticipated to meet. This can beachieved by working, in parallel, several solar thermal options throughthe phases of research, development, demonstration, and evaluation.Moreover, such demonstrations and evaluations will be more effective
if from the start they tie in with certain end applications and includean active interface and participation of the ultimate user.

Over 3 years ago, E-Systems, Inc., a diversified supplier of com-mercial and electronic svstems made a significant commitment in thearea of solar energy conversion. Since then we have been actively in-vestigating a fixed mirror type solar thermal power system calledthe Fixed Mirror Distributed Focus (FMDF) system.
Let me describe the reasons behind the selection of this system, howit works and compares with some other concepts. As to the reasons for
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selecting the FMDF concept, one need not go beyond looking into the
decades of technology and expertise E-Systems has developed for
small-to-large size fully tracking as fixed-mirror and radiotelescope
systems. E-Systems' current position as the world's largest supplier
of large satellite communications antennas and radiotelescopes has been
largely due to its unique innovative capabilities in enginering, con-
struction, design, deployment logistics, and systems integration. E-
Systems has designed and installed over 200 large antennas all around
the world as shown in the first slide. [Slide.]

These installation have covered environments as diverse as Resolute
Bay, Canada, 76 degrees north latitude, the deserts of Algeria and
Oman, high seismic locations and heavily corrosive salt spray atmos-
pheres as in Fiji and Guam. Significant advances have been made
by E-Systems in operational reliability of large antenna systems. As
an example, just 9 years ago, a maintenance crew of 30 technicians was
considered necessary to insure successful 24-hour-per-day operation
of large antenna systems. Today a crew of five technicians has been
achieving a phenomenal operational ontime record of downtime of
just 1 hour per year due to system failures.

Near Arecibo, Puerto Rico, E-Systems recently completed a sig-
nificant modification and upgrading of the 1,000-foot diameter fixed
hemispherical reflector which comprises the world's largest telescope.
This program, funded by the National Science Foundation, included
the redesign, fabrication, and installation of new panels and support
structures which greatly increased the antennas scientific versatility
and accuracy.

In October 1973, E-Systems received from NSF a contract to de-
sign and produce 28 fully tracking parabolic antennas for the Very
Large Array (VLA) radiotelescope. The VLA program when coIn-
pleted in 1981 in New Mexico will provide an unsurpassed instrument
for scientific research in the physics of radio sources beyond the Milky
Way and greatly improve our understanding of these large energy
sources.

The foregoing discussion of E-Systems' capability and programs in
the field of antennas and radiotelescopes has been intended to illustrate
the applicable technology and engineering experience that relates di-
rectly to the development problems associated with solar thermal
energy systems.

An in-depth analysis of the extensive in-house data on real costs as-
sociated with the design, engineering, fabrication, construction, and
operational maintenance of large electromechanical structures typical
of solar thermal systems of both the fully tracking and the fixed mir-
ror types provided E-Systems with a clear incentive to pursue devel-
oprnent of a fixed mirror distributed focus type solar thermal energy
system.

This view is partially adduced by a cursory observation despite the
familiar techlnological relationship between antennas and solar ther-
mal systems, industries and certain government laboratories with direct
experiences in antenna design, construction, and utilization are not yet
fully involved in solar thermal systems using large fully tracking inir-
rors or large numbers of smaller fully tracking mirrors.
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How does E-Systems' Fixed Mirror Distributed Focus (FMDF)
system operate? [Slide.]

This slide shows a schematic-
Senator FANNIN. Is that the same as the model unit that you

have?
Mr. GUPTA. That is right. This slide shows a schematic of a solar

thermal electric system. The FMDF solar collector employs a fixed
section of a hemispherical mirror emplaced partly or mostly in or on
the ground. The incident solar radiation is focused by the mirror on a
small receiver that follows the motion of the Sun. The receiver here
plays the role of a boiler in a conventional powerplant. The tracking
of the Sun is accomplished simply by using an automatic drive to
follow the Sun's orbit. The transfer of thermal energy from the rC-
ceiver to the turbine/generator unit or another appropriate applica-
tion unit is by means of a fluid such as water flowing through the 1mit.
The spent fluid is reduced in temperature and reintroduced into the
receiver.

Excess energy developed in periods of high solar insolation can be
stored and withdrawn in low insolation periods for cycling through
the turbo-generator. The electrical output of the generator is appro-
priately conditioned for interface compatibility with a utility dis-
tribution network. [Slide.]

The next slide shows a small model of the FTNIDF in operation.
This is actually the picture of the model sitting here in actual opera-
tion.

Similarities between the FMDF system and the Arecibo radio-
telescope with regard to operating principles, engineering design, and
at least one method of construction are illustrated in the next few
slides. [Slide.]

This is the Arecibo radiotelescope. Basically it is a 1,000 foot
diameter dish lined with aluminum reflector paniels. It is used as the
radiotelescope antenna for astronomical studies. It operates on exactly
the same principle as the FM)DF solar poNver system. [Slide.]

This shows a close view of the surface that Avas installed. The surface
is above the base of a depression in the g-round. There is a plantation
under the dish in order to stabilize the soil. It was a requirevent placed
on the contract for the particular soil conditions in that region. On the
other hand, this reflector surface was built simultaneously while the
remainder of the system was in constant operation.

Not a day or an hour of worlk was lost while the total installation
was being carried on. This dish contains in excess of 38,000 panels
that were built, assembled and installed in less than 3 months onsite.
[Slide.]

This shows some of the preliminary civil work carried out. Basically
there was a rim of concrete poured around the 1,000 foot diameter
circle. TIme cables were suspended f rom the r im to achieve the configura-
tion of the hemisphere. The surface could then be adjusted to the
spherical configuration. [Slide.]

This is an artist's concept of a fixed mirror distributed focus solar
thermal electric plant. This contains a distributed field of collectors
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connected together. The central powerplant would receive the steam
and would convert it to electrical energy. Some of the strong points
of this system I will discuss shortly.

In principle, it is possible to combine or design the central power-
plant system such that you have dishes with different sizes and with
different orientations. This has certain implications in regard to the
performance matching with the requirements. [Slide.]

The next three slides provide production cost comparisons for 100-
megawatt electric intermediate and hybrid FADF solar powerplants
in contrast to central receiver and other solar thermal plants of the
same capacity.

The first chart is based on the analysis of Aerospace Corporation
which has the responsibility to analyze a number of systems with
regard to their cost, performance, and requirements. This information
has recently been submitted to us. It is for an intermediate and a hybrid
central receiver powerplant of 1CO-megawatts electric with 17.6 per-
cent overall efficiency.

The cost of the completed central receiver plant in terms of 1975
dollars, 1383 per kW (electric). For the hybrid which works for
about 8 hours per day, the cost is $837 per kW (electric). Only the
lowest of cost estimates provided by ERDA contractors were used in
the compilation of estimated costs for the central receiver system.
[Slide.]

The 100-megawatt electric FMDF powerplant has an overall effi-
ciency of 13 percent. The collector area is about 30 percent greater than
for the central receiver system. The storage time is the same. Estimated
costs shown range from a high value to a low value. The high estimated
cost we know can be achieved now. The lower cost can be achieved with
certain modifications. This is so because there are a number of con-
cepts by which a hemispherical configuration of different sizes can be
made.

The cost lies between $1,100 and $1,700 per kW (electric) for the
intermediate FMDF solar powerplant. For the case of the hybrid plant
it is in the range of $675 to $979 per kilowatt. Aerospace Corporation
work has indicated that the parabolic troughs of various kinds, the
east-west, the polar, the north-south as well as fully tracking parabolic
distributed powerplants are more costly than the central receiver.

Although the FMDF powerplant system has not had the benefit of
detailed baseline design studies and system optimization, these com-
parisons do indicate that the FMDF systems can be cost competitive
or cheaper than the central receiver type systems at least in a certain
plant capacity range.

Compared to other solar energy collectors. the FMI)F system has
certain special features that provide high system reliability. simplicity
of maintenance and operation and potential cost advantages for such
systems in production. These features include: (1) minimum structural
material is required per unit area of the optical gathering surface.
This is so because the mirror is fixed, (2) only one object, the receiver,
tracks the Sun. The receiver is much smaller than a large movable
mirror area of a large number of tracking mirrors. The required solar
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tracking is two-axis and is simple, more like a solar clock drive; (3) thereceiver is fully stowable in severe weather and operable under winds of50 knots and higher. Moreover, the receiver can be readily moved out ofthe focal region for repair in case of fluid flow failure; (4) the averageflux concentration, depending on the designed considerations andthe size of the individual dishes, can range from 100 to 600 resultingin high net system efficiency. The average concentration factor doesnot tell the story regarding the performance of a solar powerplant. Thebest indication is in the case of a system where the flux concentrationis distributed along the receiver, that the boiler be designed to takeadvantage of what is known as coflux heating, that is, you generatefluids of progressively higher temperature as you progress into thehigher and higher flux concentration region of the receiver. This pro-vides high average daily efficiency, (5) the FMDF system is modu-larized. The modular approach to collector construction allows wideflexibility with regard to the system size, use of local materials, labor,and talents and choice of methods, materials, and logistics of con-struction and system integration; (6) multiple collectors can be clus-tered about a large central power generation system. The cluster outputcan be easily made to match this energy demand by coupling reflectorswith differing tilt angles and sizes.
Simple maintenance methods are available for the optical gatheringsurface and easy replacement of parts. The entire reflector can becleaned at once by a jet spray of water, steam, or detergent solutionsissuing from the periphery; (7) the rainwater as well as the wash solu-tions can be drained by a pump placed at the bottom of the receiver.Thus, the system as a whole is adaptable to automatic cleaning asfrequently as is required; and (8) the FMDF system makes maximumuse of proven technology such as developed by E-systems such as in theconstruction of the 1,000-foot radiotelescope at Arecibo. These systemshave a low visual impact on the land areas used since a fair portionof the hemispherical reflector is below the surface level.
In conclusion, E-systems has an extensive experience, expertise,and technology base that is directly applicable to the development ofsolar energy systems. We have completed decades of work in the field ofantennas, radiotelescopes, and a host of other major efforts in electronicsystems, controls, tracking, and guidance systems as well as complexaerospace systems. This experience establishes our credentials for par-ticipation in the development, demonstration, and production of solarenergy systems; participation in ways that we believe would be mean-ingful, responsive to the needs, and productive in creating options foran early utilization of solar power.
We submit that the national interest demands that several alternatesolar thermal concepts be actively and substantially pursued in parallelthroug~h the phases of research, development, demonstration, andevaluation. Serious consideration should be given to modular solarpower systems for applications in the small- to moderate-size agri-cultural, residential, and urban communities.
We stay convinced that the fixed mirror solar energy systems of theFMDF type will play an important role in the national utilization and

I
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adoption of solar thermal systems. Investment in such concepts would
appear to be amply rewarding. E-systems management has committed
a significant investment in company funds and manpower to pursue
solar energy conversion technology. However, a significant undertak-
ing of the necessary magnitude can only succeed with flexible Federal
support.

Thus, we fully support our earlier statement that funding and clear
directives should be provided to encourage multiple demonstration or
demonstrations of several alternate solar concepts in parallel.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mir. Gupta follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Y. P. GuPTA

Dr. Y. P. Gupta is Corporate Director of Energy Programs of E-Systems, Inc.

He previously was a Program Manager at Advanced Technology Center, Inc.,

then the Research Center of E-Systems and the LTV Aerospace Corporation;
President of Centec Company; Director Materials Sciences Laboratory of North-
rop Corporation; and a member of the faculty at the University of Minnesota.

Dr. Gupta is well-known in the field of energy systems related research and

development especially in the areas of materials, properties of liquid metals,
electronic-optical devices, structural engineering and design.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to offer testimony in support of S-3027.

I will confine my remarks to the Solar Thermal (Electric) area. Speaking simply,
the concept of a solar thermal system includes a solar energy collector to collect

incident solar energy as heat, and an appropriate machine to convert heat into

mechanical and/or electrical energy as dictated by the specific application. In

certain situations, a part of the heat energy can be directly used with the re-
maijnder converted to electrical and/or mechanical energy, thus resulting in

higher overall efficiency. This latter situation is a simplistic view of what is called
the Solar Total Energy System.

No one can argue a social acceptance problem with solar electrical power

through community or regional power systems. In fact, citizens are anxious to

utilize solar power systems to alleviate their own regional energy problems. There

exists large requirements for a variety of solar power systems in small to mod-

erate capacity range. These include solar power plants and total energy systems

for agricultural and moderate-size residential communities, industrial parks,
urban areas, academic institutions and certain defense establishments.

Therefore, gentlemen, I submit to you that it will be highly prudent and in the

best interest of the energy future of the United States to have a properly funded
and an accelerated solar thermal program with strong emphasis on research,

development and demonstration of several alternate concepts in parallel. To
select one for development, as is largely the case at present, and postpone the

rest to low-level studies is at best a very risky approach. Here are the reasons
why we think so.

1. The scientific feasibility of solar to electric conversion modes is well estab-
lished.

2. Technology base exists for construction of reasonable first-generation power
modules.

3. Industrial interest and capabilities are sufficiently strong to successfully

complete development and demonstration programs on several basic system
concepts in parallel.

4. Examples exist in the recent history of technology that demonstrate the

wisdom of pursuing several concepts in parallel. If the originally selected ap-

proach for enrichment of Uranium were to continue to be developed exclusively.
we probably would not have nuclear energy today.

5. Given a specific application mode, solar thermal systems differ from one

another in respect of cost, performance. and operation primarily due to the
type of solar collector selected. There are over half a dozen different solar col-

lector candidates proposed to date. Each has important differences with regard
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to performance, technology, probable economics and sensitivity to the environ-mental and site peculiar factors including seismic activity. Thus it is highlyunlikly that a single system concept would be equally cost-effective for a diversityof requirements.
6. The central receiver concept, the only one being vigorously developed withERDA funds, is based on the philosophy of large solar electric power plants-100IlMW and over. Such a system cannot cost-effectively meet the diversity of otherrequirements such as power plants for agricultural and residential communities,or as total energy systems.
7. Large solar power plants will be site restricted because of the enormousamount of cooling water required, particularly in the dry regions where solarpower plants are natural because of high solar incidence. Small modularpower plants in a given region are more naturally adapted to a distributed sourceof water supply, e.g., they can be located near water from distributed reservoirs orground water in the area of the small plant can be used foi cooling.8. Centralized larger solar power plants would of necessity be constructed inan area substantially removed from the load center. Thus power transmissionlosses will be higher compared to an equivalent number of modular power plantslocated close-in to the load center.
9. At the anticipated growth rate in the Southwestern states, a substantialfraction of the new power plant starts over the next two decades can be solarpower units, provided small solar power modules with short construction times(12?24 months) can be successfully demonstrated.
10. To effectively utilize solar power units, transition from prototype demon-stration stage into actual volume production is essential. This is time consumingsince large investment of funds will be required for production facilities essentialto achieving the economics of mass production. These large investments cannotbe prudently faced by the business community or the Government until proto-types have been built and tested. A single concept approach, should it run intosnags during the development and demonstration phases, could easily delay theutilization of solar powver units by a decade or more. Parallel multiconceptapproach provides an inherent security in addition to making available a varietyof solar power systems adapted at diverse requirements.
Earlier, it was stated that to date several solar thermal power concepts havebeen proposed. In general, the proposed concepts fall into two categories, oneemploying moving mirrors and the other fixed mirrors. Iii any case large mirrorareas supported on rigid structure capable of withstanding operational andenvironmental loads are required. Both types of systems are technologicallyfeasible and can be developed and demonstrated with speed. What needs to bedetermined is the cost-performance relations for a variety of requirements solarthermal systems are anticipated to meet. This can realistically be achieved byvorking in parallel several solar thermal options through the phases of research.development, demonstration and evaluations. Moreover, such demonstrations andevaluations will be more effective if from the start they tie-in with certain endapplications and include an active interface and participation of the ultimateuser.
Over two years ago E-Systems, Inc., a diversified supplier of commercial andmilitary electronic systems made a significant commitment in the area of solarenergy conversion. Since then wve have been actively investigating a fixed mirrortype solar thermal power system called the FMIDF (Fixed Mirror DistributedFocus) System. 'Mr. Chairman, allow me to take a few minutes to describe thereasons behind the selection of the FMIDF system, how it works and compareswith some other concepts.
As to the reasons one needs not go farther than looking into the decades oftechnology and expertise E-Systems has developed for small to large size fully-tracking as well as fixed mirror antenna and radiotelescope systems. E-Systems'current position as the world's largest (approximately 30 percent of the WorldMarket) supplier of large satellite communications antennas and radiotelescopeshas been largely due to its unique innovative capabilities in engineering. design.manufacturing, construction, deployment logistics and system integration. E-Sys-tems has designed and installed over 200 large antennas all around the world.as shown in Fig. 1. These installations have covered environments as diverse asResolute Bay. Canada (760 N latitude). the deserts of Algeria and Oman. high
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seismic locations and heavily corrosive salt spray atmospheres as in Fiji and

Guam. Significant advances have been made by E-Systems in operational relia-

bility of large antenna systems. As an example, just nine years ago, a mainte-

nance crew of 30 technicians was considered necessary to insure successful 24

hour per day operation of large antenna systems. Today, a crew of 5 technicians

has been achieving, on the average, a phenomenal operational on-time record of

down time of just one hour per year due to system failures.

Near Arecibo, Puerto Rico, E-Systems has recently completed a significant

modification and upgrading of the 1,000 ft. diameter fixed hemispherical reflector

which comprises the world's largest radio telescope. This program funded by

NSF included the redesign, fabrication, and installation of new panels and sup-

port structure which greatly increased the antenna's scientific accuracy and

versatility. In October 1973, E-Systems received from NSF a contract to design

and produce 28 fully tracking parabolic antennas, each 82 ft. in diameter, for the

Very Large Array Rafio Telescope (VLA) now in construction in Newv Mexico.

The V'LA program, when completed in 1981, will provide an unsurpassed instru-

ment for scientific research in the physics of radio sources beyond the Milky Way

and greatly improve our understanding of these large energy sources and of the

physical processes involved.
The foregoing discussion of E-Systems capabilities and programs in the field of

antennas and radiotelescopes has been intended to illustrate applicable tech-

nology and engineering experience that directly relates to the development and

technological problems associated with solar thermal energy conversion systems.

An in-depth analysis of the extensive in-house data on real costs associated with

the design. engineering, fabrication, construction and operational maintenance

of large electromechanical structures (typical of solar thermal systems) of both

the fully-tracking and fixed mirror types, provided a clear incentive to pursue

development of the Fixed hemispherical mirror type solar thermal energy sys-

tems. This view is partially adduced by a cursory observation. Despite the familial

technological relationship between antennas and solar thermal systems. industries

and certain government laboratories with direct experience in antenna design.

construction and utilization are not yet fully involved in solar thermal systems

using large fully-tracking mirrors or large numbers of smaller fully-tracking
mirrors.

How does E-Systems' fixed Mirror Distributed Focus (FMDF) solar thermal

energy system operate? Fig. 2 shows a schematic of a FMDF solar thermal/

electric system. The FMDF solar energy collector employs a fixed section of a

hemispherical mirror emplaced partly or mostly in or on the ground. The inci-

dent solar radiation is focused by the mirror on a small receiver that follows

the motion of the sun. The receiver here plays the role of a boiler in a conven-

tional power plant. The tracking of the sun is accomplished simply by using an

automatic drive to follow the sun's orbit. The transfer of thermal energy from

the receiver to the turbine/generator unit or another appropirate application

unit is by means of a fluid (such as water) flowing through the receiver. The

spent fluid is discharged from the turbine, reduced in temperature and pressure,

and recycled through the receiver. The excess energy developed in periods of

high solar insolation can be stored and withdrawn in low insolation periods for

cycling through the turbo-generator.
The electrical output of the generator is appropriately conditioned for inter-

face compatibility with the utility distribution system. At the presentation, a

small model of the FMDF solar thermal system in operation was shown. Simi-

larities between FMDF solar thermal systems and the Arecibo radio telescope

with regard to operating principles. engineering design, and one method of

construction were illustrated by several slides. An artist's concept of a large

power plant containing a field of FMDF collectors was presented and discussed.

Figures 3 and 4 provide production cost comparisons for 100IMW intermediate

and hybrid FMIDF solar power plants vis-a-vis central receiver and other solar

thermal plants of the same capacity. Figure 3's data are estimates obtained by

Aerospace Corporation and recently upgraded by the Electric Power Research

Institute to reflect cost in 1975 dollars. The basis of these estimates were studies

performed by several ERDA contractors and only the lowest estimates provided

by these contractors were used in the compilation of Fig. 3. Data for the FMIDF

system presented in Fig. 4. are based on E-systems' analysis and present both
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the high and low values. The estimated cost range in 1975 dollars for the FMDFsystem is predicated on the basis that (a) there are several methods that canbe used to construct FMDF solar collectors, and (b) several FAIDF collectordesigns are available.
Although the FMDF solar thermal systems have not had the benefit of detailedbaseline design studies and system optimization, these comparisons do indicatethat the FMDF solar thermal systems can be cost competitive or cheaper thancentral receiver type systems at least in a certain plant capacity range. Com-pared to other solar energy collectors, the FMIDF System has certain featuresthat provide high system reliability, simplicity of maintenance and operation,and potential cost advantages for such systems in production. These featuresinclude:

Minimum structural material is required per unit area of the opticalgathering surface. This is effected by the use of a fixed mirror structure.As a result, the mirror cost is relatively low.Only one lightweight object, the receiver, tracks the sun. The requiredsolar tracking is simple.
The receiver is fully stowable in severe weather and operable under windsof fifty knots and higher. Moreover, the receiver can be readily moved outof the focal region for repair in case of fluid flow failure.The average flux concentration, after allowing for practical optics and thesun's disc size, ranges from 100 to 600, resulting in high net system efficiency.The FMADF System is modularized for manufacturing and field erectionconvenience. The modular approach to collector construction allows a wideflexibility with regard to the system size; use of local materials, labor andtalents; and choice of methods, materials, and logistics of construction andsystem integration.
Multiple collectors can be clustered about a large central power genera-tion subsystem. The cluster output can be easily made to match the energydemand profile by coupling reflectors with different tilt angles and sizes.Simple maintenance modes are available for the optical gathering surfacesand easy replacement of parts. The entire reflector can be cleaned at once bya jet spray of water, steam, or detergent solutions issuing from the peri-phery and receiver support structure.The FMDF System makes maximum use of proven technology such asdeveloped by E-Systems in the construction of the 1000-foot diameter radio-telescope at Arecibo, Puerto Rico.FMIDF systems have low visual impact on the land areas used since alarge portion of the hemispherical reflector is below the surface level.In conclusion, E-Systems has an extensive experience, expertise and a tech-nology base that is directly applicable to development of solar energy systems.The mainstream of this expertise has been decades of work completed by E-Systems in the fields of antenna systems, radiotelescopes and a host of otherrelated major efforts in electronic systems, controls. tracking and guidancesystems, and complex aerospace systems. This experience establishes the cre-dentials of E-Systems for participation in the development, demonstration andproduction of solar energy systems; participation in ways that we believe wouldbe meaningful, responsive to needs and productive in creating options for anearly utilization of solar power. We submit that the national interest demandsthat several alternate solar thermal concepts be actively and substantiallypursued in parallel through the phases of research. development. demonstrationand evaluation. Serious consideration should be given to modular solar powersystems for applications in small to moderate size agricultural, residential andurban communities.

We stay convinced that the fixed mirror solar energy systems of the FMDFtype will play an important role in the national utilization and adoption ofsolar thermal systems. Investment in such concepts would appear to be amplyrewarding. E-Systems management has committed a significant investment ofcompany funds and manpower to pursue solar energy conversion technology:however, a significant undertaking of the necessary magnitude can only succeedwith flexible Federal support. Thus we fully support the aims and purposes of5-3027 which would provide the level of funding and clear directives essentialto insure that several alternate solar thermal concepts are thoroughly investi-gated in parallel prototype demonstration systems.
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FIGURE 3

100 MWe CENTRAL RECEIVER POWER PLANT COST

117.6 percent overall efficiencyl

Plant type Intermediate Hybrid

Collector area (km2)- 1. 0 0. 5

Storage time (hr) -6 5
Account (dollars per kilowatt electrical):

Land ------------------------------------ 2 1
Structures and facilities- 44 51
Heliostats ($60 per square meter) -- 600 300
Central receiver/towel (260m)/heat exchanger - - 95 68
Storage/tanks (830 per kilowatt-hour electrical) --
Boiler plant -- --------------------------------------------------------------------
Turbine plant equipment -------------------- 80 21
Electric plant equipment -- 21 21
Miscellaneous plant equipment -…4 --- 4 4
Allowance for cooling towers--20 20

Total direct cost ------------ 1, 046 633
Contingency (5 percent)- 52 32

Indirect costs (10 percent) -- 105 63

Total capital investment (1975) -- 1, 203 728
Interest during construction (15 percent) - -180 109

Total cost at completion ------------------------- 1, 383 837

FIGURE 4

100 MWe FMDF POWER PLANT COST

113 percent overall efficiencyl

Plant type Intermediate Hybrid

Collector area (km) -1.3 0. 65
Storage time (hr) --- --------------------------------------------------- 5
Account (dollars per kilowatt electrical):

Land --- 1
Structares and facilities ---------------------------- 4
Concentrator ($30 to $50 per M) - - 390450 195-325

Absorber -- 50150 25-75
Piping------------------------------------ 55-150 25-75

Storage/tanks -0 5---------- --- - 73
Boiler plant -80 80
Turbine plant-8 0-------------------------------------------------- 2
Electric plant- 1-------------------------------------------------
Miscellaneous plant -2 20
Allowance for cooling towers-20 20

Total direct'cost -842-1 302 510-740
Contingency (5 percent) - 42- 65 26- 37
Indirect (10 percent)-84- 130 51- 74

Total capital investment (1975) -98-1, 407 587-851
Interest (15 percent)-145--225-88-128

Total cost at completion -1,113-1,722 675-979

Senator FANTNIN. You gentlemen have made very impressive presen-

tations and I am thankful to you. I am sorry all the Senators could

not be here to hear you. I know they missed a very excellent presenta-

tion by each of you. Their staffs are here and the staff members will

carry the message back to their Senators and Congressmen.
So it is of great value to us for you to present the testimony that you

have given. Are you all in agreement that the alternates in parallel

multiconcept approach should be taken ?
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Mr. BLAKE. To the degree there is a considerable body of data al-ready in existence which does give grounds for realistic choosing of
optimums to pursue then and there is more than one good answer. But
there are some things that should be played down.

Senator FANNIN. If something has not proven to be a success, we
don't want to repeat our struggles to try to make it successful. I know
that we have had over the years some favorites that have been very
disappointing. In fact my entry into solar energy was that I was in the
heating business and we sent out to replace some solar energy equip-
ment. That was my introduction over 20 years ago to solar energy, al-
though not in the generation of electricity.

The problem we have is to have a budget as adequate as possible and
still within the limits of what we feel can be spent oll solar energy
development. Personally, I feel that the budget that we have now isnot sufficient. That is why I have gone to Senator Humphrey in an
attempt to see what we would do to revise the original budget of
ERDA.

If more money is needed, I think we should ask for it. We will be
marking up the bill. You gentlemen have been very helpful in your
testimony in determining what should be done. Many of the members
are not familiar with solar potential and have not seen fit to push for
the increased amounts although we were able to get a very adequate
budget through the Senate last year.

It did not hold when it went to reconsideration in the House of
Representatives. I think that you have stated that you feel that paral-
lels are beneficial and should 'be followed. At the same time you have
certain desires to see programs developed that you feel have the great-
est potential. That is where you would like to have the concentration
made.

Compared to the fiscal year 1976 figure of $14,300,000 for solar ther-
mal development, does this amount seem like an unjustifiable jump?

Mr. BLA.XE. We are very thankful for the funding and the support
we have had. But the programs are still very, very tightly funded. I
am sure everyone can absorb from 30 to 50 percent more in things that
are actually being deferred for lack of funding at this moment.

Senator FAN-NIN. Timing is essential. We do face an energy crisis.
We need significant developments as far as our solar performance is
concerned. So considering the great need for the programs to go for-
ward as rapidly as possible, I do feel that what you gentlemen have
stated is very important in defending our position.

Mr. ANDERSON-. I think it is the general experience that there are
two classes of programs. One is where ERDA has indicated intent to
move throuighl deliberate lphases. In those, the funding limitations show

ap t0o ways. One is a stretch out in programs. Instead of block fund-
ing, a fairly intensive effort, it is all too frequently where the request
for proposal for the next phase are tied in with the next fiscal year's
allocation which is not agreeable with anything like a crisis atmos-
phere. The other thing is quite early in the game, we are making fairly
critical choices in selecting one or two alternatives.
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Mr. GurrA. I think ERDA's funds obviously have been restricted
and much of it has been utilized on a single concept based on an early
decision. The early decision was made when only certain concepts did
exist and was limited to that point in time and to what the state of
knowledge was at that time.

Since this knowledge is expanding, there is room for additional con-
cepts and there should be a directive for establishing a detailed analysis
and design base through development phases, of other concepts because
cost analyses, until something has been built and tested are just that,
really.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you. We have had several proposals that
have been submitted over a period of time. One has been a pump-I
know that you are talking about that heat storage and in the picture,
you utilized, in the hills in the background, would it be practical to
have a pump back water program?

Mr. BLAKE. The unit on the left was originally conceived to be as-
sociated with an existing storage system such as the hydroelectric. The
Horse Mesa Dam was used to work out that analysis.

The thermal storage is one where the storage is keyed tightly to the
program. But very definitely, the conversion, site, the one on the left,
is that which we associated with the pump back.

Senator FANNIN. I was just thinking of the general utilization
around the country. There are so many places in the southwest where
there are hills and places where the pump back might be quite feasible.

I was thinking about the feasibility of generally utilizing something
of that nature. Would it be cheaper than the heat storage system?

Mr. BLAKE. Pump storage exists now and does not require any fur-
ther development. The thermal storage, whether it is for the 6 hours
or a very short period like a cloud interruption has not been developed
and even for that short time needs the development work.

Senator FANNIN. Your heat source is very essential for continued
generation of power?

Mr. BLAKE. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. Senator Humphrey did have some questions that

I would like to present. Do you think the technology of solar, thermal

and electric systems has progressed to the point where a large number
of demonstration projects, more than three now underway, are
justified?

Mr. BLAKE. I believe it is desirable to have more projects than the
reduced budgets certainly would permit.

Experience or fly ofT between concepts is desirable. There is enough
divergence between competitive programs that they may well indicate
there are two very strong ways to go and it would be tragic not to have
one of those good waays demonstrated.

Senator FAN-NIN. Do you all agree with the answer?
Mr. GurwrA. Senator, that is the basis of my testimony. I agree with-

out question that in most of these cases, the difference between paper
studies and gjeting real full scale operational svstems in the field is

significant. Many of the. real issues of adaptability to a given task

can only be faced by trying things. Otherwise we have a problem
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anlaogous to attempting to have a committee make a decision on the
one vehicle which for example can transport all objects and all peoples.

There is not one best answer. The best answer is to look at all the
concepts.

Senator FANTNIN. Is there sufficient private interest in solar thermal
powerplants that cost sharing arrangements can be developed for any
new demonstration facilities?

Mr. BLAiKE. We at least have heard that there is substantial expected
response to the program opportunity announcement that is about to
go forth requesting that to the utilities. At least two consortiums of
utilities that I know about have indicated that they intend to respond
positively to that.

Mr. GuiPTA. There is a substantial interest provided there may be
matching funds. We have been approached by a number of utilities
located in New Mexico, Texas, and Nevada. In fact we have discour-
aged them at this point to really participate until we have 1 or 2
demonstrations firmly in operation. But if that is any indication of the
utility companies' interest or the interest on the part of the munici-
pality owned powerplant in these cities, there is substantial interest.

You have heard of names like Bridgeport, Tex. The citizens there
are looking for, even on a matching basis, some assistance in installing
or demonstrating solar powerplants. A city in west Texas, has been
talking to ERDA for over 2 years now.

Then there is a utility company that currently operates a plant of
120 megawatts (electricity) using natural gas as a fuel.

This is located in Lea County, N. Mex. They have been very anxious
to support jointly and participate in a solar powerplant that would
essentially be hybrid in character and at the same time would accelerate
not only the participation of the ultimate user, the utility company,
but also the development and the utilization of solar energy.

Senator FANNIN-. Thank you.
One major problem with solar power stations is the storage problem

we have all discussed. A solution suggested is to combine solar with
fossil fuel and run the solar energy during the daylight and the coal
at night.

I think you said you are aware of that. Are you aware of any
research in this concept of the hybrid solar power station?

Mr. BLAKE. The National Science Foundation programs that pre-
ceded the current ones addressed several aspects of this. Each of us
was given one to look at. Ours was hydroelectric but Don's was as
a hybrid for coal.

Senator FANNIN. I wanted to get this information into the record.
Although we may have some duplication, we would like to have the
questions answered so that when we are in session, considering the
markup of the ERDA legislation, that we will have the answers at
hand.

Gentlemen, we greatly appreciate your being here. You have been
very, very patient. You have been certainly very responsive. We arc
extremely appreciative of your great interest and efforts. You certainly
have done a tremendous amount of work.
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We appreciate the extra work you have done in preparing for these
presentations. You have been very, very helpful to us.

Thank you, gentlemen.
The record will be kept open for 2 weeks in case you have further

entries. The committe now stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:07 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
DOWNERS GROVE, ILL., April 3, 1976.

Hon. HUBERT HUMPHREY and PAUL FANNIN,
Joint Economic Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATORs HUMPHREY AND FANNIN: We regret so much not being able to
testify before the Joint Economic Committee which you will chair on Monday on
the economics of solar energy. (Notice appeared in the Phoenix Gazette on
Friday, April 2). It would cost too much for us to attend.

Instead we are submitting this statement which we feel responds to the purpose
of the Hearing. We are impressed by the comments by Senator Fannin to the
Joint Engineering Legislative Forum, emphasizing the need to broaden the
development of solar systems. While we have not seen your proposed legislation
to speed-up solar energy research and development, we are very much aware of
the need for helping individuals who pioneer in this field.

We are about to start construction on a house using the Skytherm System for
heating and cooling. I am omitting a detailed description of Skytherm to reduce
the length of this statement, also because Skytherm has received so much recog-
nition nationally, by the Bi-Centennial Commission and the U.S. Government.

It seems to me that a brief description of our experience will help our presenta-
tion. My husband has been involved in conservation programs in Illinois since
his retirement, and I have made a special study of solar energy. I was particu-
larly interested in reports of a prototype Skytherm building which had been con-
structed in Sunnyslope, Phoenix, Arizona, 1967-68. In 1974 we learned of the
construction of a house using Skytherm in Atascadero, California under the
auspices of HUD, and we visited the house in January 1975. We were favorably
impressed, decided to build a Skytherm house in Phoenix, and purchased a lot
in February 1975. Our intentions were communicated to Harold Hay the inventor,
and to John Yellott, a nationally known engineer, who had been involved with
Skytherm from its inception. Upon Mr. Yellott's recommendation we engaged
two graduate students of architecture at Arizona State University to prepare
the design. They are part of a group which specializes in energy-saving systems,
and are working closely with Mr. Hay on plans for Skytherm.

We returned to Arizona from Illinois in January 1976 expecting to get under
way. We had been working on the plans during the year, so working drawings
were soon completed, and negotiations began with a contractor who is himself
interested in solar energy. Next we needed a mortgage to help financing.

At first we were turned away from all but one of the banks and savings and
loans we contacted in Phoenix. The reason, too new, too risky. The bank that
accepted us added to the interest rate for construction and for the mortgage,
and for "points". There were other restrictions. We held on to this offer expect-
ing to be forced to accept the added cost and conditions. We pleaded with the
lender, pointing out that we did not want to set a precedent for future energy
saving construction by accepting conditions other than those terms given to
applicants for residential loans.

We realized that we had to obtain better financing or face the beginning of a
loss. It took someone to speak to the president of an institution to simply obtain
a mortgage under normal conditions. Thus, there is no reason to conclude that
other individuals can readily get financing for solar systems. Here are the figures
in our project:

1. We paid for the lot; $5,500.
2. Architectural design, working drawings; $2,839.
3. Construction estimate; $42,500.
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4. Bank to provide; $25,000.
5. We provide; $17,500.

Both ERDA and HUD grant programs do not provide for individuals, only fordevelopers, builders, and contractors. Most of these people are unfamiliar withthe technology and have to be encouraged to enter the field, and they are reluc-tant to use their business enterprise to pioneer. There are many individuals likeus who are pioneers dedicated to achieving conservation of our resources, butcan not obtain grant assistance.
It is possible that we will continue to construct other projects, but we donot now have a basis for declaring ourselves to be developers, builders or con-tractors. We would have prepared a proposal to HUD for this project but couldnot because of the special provision that excludes individuals. We would haverequested only $5,000, the approximate difference between Skytherm and a con-ventional house at this time. Volume purchasing will soon reduce this differenceconsiderably. Our Skytherm house, in addition to adjusting to the hot weatherin Phoenix, as against the cooler weather in Atascadero will include a number ofnewer features over the house in Atascadero. Also, we are trying to bring themanufacture of the system to firms in Arizona for construction in Arizona. Asof now most of this material comes from Los Angeles and San Diego therebyadding to our costs.
Here is an excerpt from an article in the Los Angeles Times, Sunday, 3/28/76,which speaks to your concern:
"Down at ground level, a tremendous amount of research and development isbeing done by entrepreneurs, individuals and small manufacturing or construc-tion firms.
"There is an opinion prevalent among many of them that the massive govern-ment spending may hurt the total endeavor.
"'They're using the NASA approach,' one declared.
" 'Pour in tons of money and just overwhelm everything.'
"The general feeling was that such huge programs are inefficient in terms ofmoney-in, results-out and that the more efficient small operations could be forcedout of the field. Also, they feel that the government and big business programstend to pick a small number of areas and ignore everything else while a crowdof private entrepreneurs will try everything and let the market weed out whatis unproductive."
1. Your legislation should provide for grant assistance to individuals who areconstructing new and innovative systems in a given area. For example: the first100 residences in a city, the first 100 commercial buildings. This is simple directincentive to the private enterprise system. The assistance could be in the formof grants, income tax deduction, or lower interest rate (government to sub-sidize partial interest cost).
2. Financial institutions should be given assurance to encourage loans toconstruct solar projects. FHA would not insure a loan for us without a com-plete forced air heating system with ducts, in addition to the Skytherm System.This would have required a change in ceiling construction adversely effectingSkytherm, and put our construction cost out of sight. In response we pointed tothe fireplace in the living room, heat lamps in the bathrooms, and the fact thatspace heaters could be used, but FHA said, "No."
3. For the first 5 years of occupancy the real estate tax set by the local govern-ment should be reduced, possibly by permitting a higher deduction from the U.S.Income Tax. This too is a direct old fashioned type of incentive.
I respectfully request that this statement be made part of the record of thehearing which you are conducting. Thank you for your consideraton.

Sincerely,
CHRISTINE 0. BRUDER.

RESPONSE OF DANIEL ScHINEIDERMAN TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS
POSED BY SENATOR PERCY

1. At what time are solar energy technologies expected to provide energy costscomparable to those of fossil and nuclear energy sources in the future?How will your estimates of this date vary with the different levels ofgovernment expenditure on solar energy?
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If some of the solar electric technologies will be commercially competi-
tive with nuclear energy well before breeders and fusion, why is ERDA
spending 10 to 12 times more on those nuclear technologies than on solar
electric ?

Is there not a conflict looming in the massive proposed spending on nu-
clear power plants while at the same time solar energy will be coming on
line at competitive prices? In other words, might there not be some point
before the year 2000 when scores of nuclear power plants that have 20
years or more life left in them are suddenly no longer needed because people
have switched to photovoltaics?

2. Is federal spending by ERDA the best mechanism for pushing solar energy
into the marketplace?

Should other approaches be explored, such as injecting federal monies
directly into the private sector through R and D tax refunds?

3. Is there any truth to the allegation that major oil companies (like Shell and
Mobil) who are funding solar energy R and D, may have an incentive to slow
down the commercial development of solar energy in order to maintain profits
from other competing energy sources?

4. Is there any duplication between FEA and ERDA in the effort made by the
government to commercialize solar energy?

5. What attention has ERDA given to the use of international research ef-
forts to solve common energy problems?

RESPONSE OF DANIEL SCHNEIDERMAN TO ADDrrIoNAL WRrrTEN QUESTIONS POSED
BY SENATOR FANNIN

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY,
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,

Pasadena, Calif., April 22,1976.
To: Code C, Office of Legislative Affairs, NASA.
Through: Code NE, Kurt Strass, Office of Energy Programs.
For: Paul J. Fannin, Joint Economic Committee Congress of the United States.

DEAR MR. FANNIN: The following is my personal response to the questions
posed in your letter of 8 April and does not necessarily reflect the opinions of
JPL and/or NASA:

la. There are a number of different techniques that fall within the definition
of "solar energy." Each has a uniqueness that requires a different investment
and will yield on a different time scale. This investment/time scale ratio is not
constant, but will also vary.

The time in the future where solar energy concepts may supplant fossil and
nuclear energy sources is not readily defined. Fossil fuels include coal, which at
the present time is simply not produced at a rate that can substitute for the
present use of gas and oil. The present rate of expansion of coal production can-
not head off the near term fossil fuel dilemma. Thus even coal production requires
serious investment in order to be a competitor in the next couple of decades.

Nuclear energy costs are escalating and so are its fuel costs. In order to keep
the price of nuclear power down, the breeder reactor must eventually be em-
ployed. This development also requires an investment/time scale decision. I
will avoid the political and social implications of the waste products and their
costs.

Thus the question cannot be definitely answered. since all of the many factors
are unknowns at this time. If the government should decide not to pursue fission
and dedicate itself to fusion. then the time scale of nuclear may be many decades.

I tend to concur with those who believe that solar energy will not have a large
impact until the end of this century. However, there are applications of solar
energy that today are reaching a competitive state, and if properly supported
can have an impact on our dependence on oil and natural gas.

For example, the use of solar energy to provide hot water heating and space
heating are well known and could, with the proper commercial incentives,
start to be installed on new homes and apartments.
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The figure below is extracted from a report by Alan Hirshberg at JPL on "policy
issues for the rapid implementation of solar energy." From these curves one can
get an insight on the impact of an incentive program. As an example, reduction
by 10% of the amount of natural gas in the private single home through the
use of solar energy can take place as early as 1985 with a 50% incentive program
or as late as 1998 with zero incentive.
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The chart assumes that natural gas prices are fixed at 1974 dollars and that
electrical prices will rise by 4 percent per year from 3.5 cents per Kw hour in
1975. I present the chart in order to demonstrate the large uncertainty attached
to any answer at this time. In order to estimate when various solar technologies
become economically competitive with fossil and nuclear energy sources will re-
quire, I believe, legislative action. Previous scenarios such as developed by Project
Independence do not provide a complete base for decision making. I suggest that
there is a need for an appropriate federal agency to establish on an annual basis
the target price for electricity ten years from the date of the study. This would
be a moving target and set anew each year. I have selected electricity because of
its ubiquitous nature and the fact that it is one of the sources of energy presently
heavily influenced by regulation. This could provide the framework for a
larger study of the cost/benefit of alternate sources and help ERDA in its alloca-tion of R&D funds.

lb. This question can only be answered by ERDA. I do not know the reason for
ERDA's decision.
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1c. I am not concerned about a possible excess of nuclear power plants in the
year 2000. I do not believe that any non-fossil source of energy should be
neglected. What will power our conversion to solar energy? What a tragedy it
would be to find that we have the knowledge and not the tools to do the job
of conversion if we are power limited. The gamble and the consequences to our
society of an energy deficiency for the next several decades are unacceptable.

2. In my personal opinion, government investment is the only way to keep solar
energy research and development as a viable contender. When solar energy be-
comes a contender, with societal values comparable to its competitors, exponen-
tial growth can be expected. This exponential growth implies large payoffs later
for relatively small investments now.

If the opponents of solar energy investment can demonstrate that it will never
be a part of our future then I would suggest that we cease our effort and relegate
it to the confines of the laboratory. However, it is not sensible to ignore this
source of energy and not expect it to be exploitable in the future. Thus the delay
in its exploitation will cost dearly in the long run.

However, federal R&D funding is not sufficient. The interest of industry must
be aroused and the sustaining investment must come from that sector. This will
happen if the market incentives for private commercial effort can be formulated.
The use of solar heating in energy systems can be spurred greatly by federal
incentives such as low interest loans, tax credits, and accelerated depreciation
allowances. In addition, the value of encouraging utilities to commercialize solar
heating systems should not be ignored. Given the proper regulatory initiatives,
utilities could own solar equipment, rent it to building owners, and charge them
on their normal monthly bill. This type of utility action could substantially spur
the early use of solar energy.

Our present energy infrastructure is the result of fifty years of evolution. The
attraction of the massive amounts of capital is necessary to replace it. This will
not occur unless government has paved the way. Loan guarantees are probably
necessary. But upon what is the government basing its support of the loan? In
other words, the technical concept and its costs to the consumer must be under-
stood before committing to a massive construction program. This, in my view,
is an ERDA responsibility.

2b. Funds injected through R&D tax refunds may dilute the investment.
Demononstration will require concentrations of large quantities of money. Here
again, ERDA can act as the focus for effort by controlling the funds for the
demonstration.

3. I have seen no evidence to support such an allegation.
4. There does not seem to be duplication of effort between ERDA and the

FEA. In fact, some evidence of coordination would be welcome. Duplication.
in my opinion. is not evil. It is valuable to have questions of import examined
from different viewpoints. The uncertainty of who has the responsibility for
decision is a much greater evil.

5. It is my understanding the ERDA is heavily involved with lEA, the Inter-
national Energy Agency, which is formed by the non-OPEC western countries.
I believe this should be encouraged. The question of energy is intimately re-
lated to life style. There are civilized countries that have faced the question of
limited energy generations ago and have adapted. They have sought tech-
nologies that minimize the need for energy. The European transportation sys-
tem is a case in point. I believe we could learn a great deal and contribute a
great deal to the solution of our miutual problem, energy. It would be quite
useful for an organization such as JPJL, that supports many federal agencies
through NASA, to have available to it a consistent federal policy on inter-
national relationships. especially where there is a possibility of commercializa-
tion of high technology.

I trust this provides the answers you were seeking. It has been a pleasure to
cooperate with the Committee. Please let me know if I can provide further aid.

Sincerely,
DANIEL ScHNEIDERMAN.

Manager, Civil Systems Program.

RESPONSE OF STEVEN F. DiZro TO ADDITroNAL WRITTEN QuEsTrONS POSED BY
SENATOR PERCY

Questionb 1. At what time are solar energy technologies expected to provide
energy costs comparable to those of fossil and nuclear energy sources in the
future?
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Answer. SES calculations indicate that electricity derived from solar energy
technologies can reasonably be expected to be competitive within a period of
7-10 years. It is not our opinion that greatly increased levels of government ex-
penditure on research and process development will change the time required
to reduce the present technologies to practice. It is clear, however, that the gov-
ernment can initiate work in different technologies and therefore increase the
probability of succeeding in commercialization within the next 10-year period.

It appears to us that nuclear energy is going to remain an important part ofour entire energy system in conjunction with other energy sources such as solar
and hydroelectric power. I cannot comment on why ERDA is presently spending
10-12 times more on nuclear energy. I can only assume that the problems are
10-12 times greater than the solar technologies. I do not visualize any conflict
appearing as a direct competition between nuclear power plants and solar en-
ergy. I think both of these technologies will be complementary and indeed bothwill be required. If we had all the technical answers today and began a crash
program in manufacturing capacity, it does not seem reasonable that we could
expand our solar electric production plants at a rate which would obsolete any
of the nuclear power plants between now and the year 2000. Conversely, it does
not seem reasonable to expect that sufficient nuclear power plants can be built
in that time period either. As a result, it appears that both solar energy andnuclear energy systems must be expanded at the maximum possible rate within
our available resources. /

Question 2. Is federal spending by ERDA the best mechanism for pushing
solar energy into the marketplace?

Answer. It is SES's firm opinion that the federal government must have a pro-gram involving many sectors in order to maximize the rate at which we intro-
duce solar technologies into the marketplace. Much must be done to delineate
and solve the problems of political and regulatory bodies that exist at local,
state and federal levels. Tax incentives in the short-range can make solar energy
technologies competitive before the reduction of production costs would make
them otherwise viable and, of course, the overall definition of the market re-
quirements in light of the resulting tax advantages and regulations must be
defined before industry can be expected to invest large sums of capital.

Question 3. Is there any truth *to the allegation that major oil companies
(like Shell and Mobil) who are funding solar energy R&D, may have an in-
centive to slow down the commercial development of solar energy in order tomaintain profits from other competing energy sources?

Answer. Shell Oil Company is a majority stockholder of SF1S. While I have
never been an employee of Shell, I can comment on direct experience between
SES and Shell. In initial attempts at financing, SES approached many companies
and other equity funding groups in the United States. These results were largely
unsuccessful until a relationship was established with Shell Oil Company. Shell,
being an energy company, was extremely interested in the long-range potential
of solar technology as a major producer of energy. In addition, their corporate
philosophy made them comfortable in investing large sums of money in a high-risk area with potential of return existing only after many years of work.

I am aware of absolutely no case where an oil company has done anything butaccelerate the development of solar energy. Indeed, it is difficult for me to con-
ceive of any large, well-managed company restraining development in a po-
tential market as large and potentially lucrative as solar energy.

Question 4. Is there any duplication between FEA and ERDA in the effort
made by the government to commercialize solar energy?

Answer S1S has had little or no contact with the FEA and as such cannot
comment on whether this agency and ERDA exhibit any duplication of effort.

Quesiton 5. What attention has ERDA given to the use of international re-
search efforts to solve common energy problems?

Answer. While I am unaware of any efforts of ERDA to use international re-
search to solve our common energy problems, I personally feel that work being
produced in the U.S. is in the forefront of technology throughout the world and
feel that we will be exporting the results of our research.

RESPONSE OF LOUIS ROSENBLUM TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
SENATOR PERCY

Question 1. At what time are solar energy technologies expected to provide
energy costs comparable to those of fossil and nuclear energy sources in the
future?
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How will your estimates of this date vary with the different levels of govern-

ment expenditure on solar energy?
If some of the solar electric technologies will be commercially competitive

with nuclear energy well before breeders and fusion, why is ERDA spending 10

to 12 times more on those technologies than on solar electric?
Is there not a conflict looming in the massive proposed spending on nuclear

power plants while at the same time solar energy wvill be coming on line at

competitive prices? In other words, might there not be some point before the year

2000 when scores of nuclear power plants that have 20 years or more life left

in them are suddenly no longer needed because people have switched to photo-

voltaics?
Answer. The ERDA Photovoltaic Program has its goal to develop by 1985 the

technology for making solar cell systems at a low enough price to be competitive

with alternate energy systems. We believe that an array price in the range $500/

kilowatt, the ERDA goal, will make the systems competitive and that this goal

is attainable. Arrays alone, however, do not make a working system. Therefore

attention must also be given to other components in the photovoltaic power

system (structure, inverters, controls, concentrators, etc.), and 'to related insti-

tutional and nontechnical factors. The intent of the ERDA program, as I under-

stand it, is to provide by 1985 all the information needed to make a definitive

assessment of the total impact and merits of wide-scale photovoltaic power

generation. How much of an impact photovoltaics will make on our future

energy supply, and when, will depend on decisions made in 1985.
An important question before the nation is how do we provide energy options to

meet our future far-term needs? The next ten years will be critically important

in amassing the knowledge and information needed to make an assessment of the

viability of the photovoltaic option.
I do not believe it is possible to significantly speed the present ten year schedule

with massive infusion of money. Some of the problems that need answers must

be addressed sequentially and, further, new technology needs to be developed.

What additional funding (above the level needed to sustain the present program)

does affect, however, is the chance of obtaining adequate solutions to the technical

problems on schedule. More support allows the examination of parallel potential

solutions, thereby increasing the probability of achieving the goals set.

Question 2. Is federal spending by ERDA the best mechanism for pushing solar

energy into the marketplace?
Should other approaches be explored, such as injecting federal monies directly

into the private sector through R and D tax refunds?
Answer. Yes, definitely, other approaches should be developed.
Question S. Is there any truth to the allegation that major oil companies (like

Shell and Mobil) who are funding solar energy R and D, may have an incentive

to slow down the commercial development of solar energy in order to maintain

profits from other competing energy sources?
Answer. None that I am aware of.
Question 4. Is there any duplication between FEA and ERDA in the effort

made by the government to commercialize solar energy?
Answer. None that I am aware of.
Question 5. What attention has ERDA given to the use of international re-

search efforts to solve common energy problems?
Answer. None that I am aware of.

RESPONSE OF A. I. MLAVSKY TO AN ADDrriONAL W~rYTEN QUESTION POSED BY
SENATOR PERCY

MOBIL TYco SOLAR ENERGY COuP.,
A pril 8, 197a.

Hon. CHARLES H. PERCY,
U.S. Senate, Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR PERCY: I appreciate this opportunity to provide a written answer
for the record to your question concerning the impact of the involvement of Mobil

Oil Corporation in a joint venture with Tyco Laboratories, Inc. to develop and

commercialize the silicon ribbon solar cell.
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As described in brief in my prepared statement presented to the Joint EconomicCommittee, I, as senior vice president for research and technology, and my col-leagues at Tyco had developed a crystal growth process and demonstrated itsinitial feasibility in the growth of silicon ribbon for solar cells by early 1974.However, the nature and the amount of investment which would be required todevelop this technology for commercial practice were far beyond the financial andperhaps even the organizational capabilities of Tyco. It became clear, therefore,that a partner for a joint venture would be needed. In analyzing and indeedapproaching various major U.S. corporations for a suitable partner, Tyco rapidlyrecognized that the partner should 'be a very large corporation which was willingto undertake risk ventures, and possessed scientific, financial and managementresources for such an undertaking. Thus, although we believed the technology tobe very promising, there was and still is a fair possibility that the approachmight not meet all of the necessary criteria of economic feasibility. Very fewcompanies in America have expressed the willingness to make major investmentsin such speculative technology. The oil industry traditionally has accepted thepossibility that, despite the best of preparation and analysis, a "dry hole" canresult.
Through our familiarity with Mobil's background in major scientific programsand our recognition that the company makes major investments with the fore-knowledge of the possibility of failure, we approached Mobil Oil Corporationas a possible joint venture partner.
Since they had already 'been involved in the field of new energy alternatives,they were in a position to evaluate our technology. Very shortly an agreement inprinciple was reached to form the joint venture. This entity thus became knownas Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corporation and its present status is describedbriefly in the formal statement referred to above.
In the ensuing IS months, Mobil has provided all of the support necessary toformulate, staff and implement a technical program directed towards the develop-ment of low-cost silicon solar cells for general application. Had Mobil not electedto support this program, the entire technology might. by now, be abandoned andthe nation deprived of a leading candidate technology for the production ofelectricity directly from the sun.
To address your question directly, the involvement of Mobil in our program-far from being an impediment-has been of quite vital importance in acceleratingthe development.

Very truly yours,

A. I. MLAVSKY,
Erecu tive Vice President.

RESPONSE OF A. I. MLAVSKY To ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BYSENATOR FANNIN
Question 1. At what time are solar energy technologies expected to provideenergy costs comparable to those of fossil and nuclear energy sources in thefuture?
Answer I estimate that by the year 1990, technology for the direct conversionof solar energy into electricity will be reduced to a practical form so that massproduction of photovoltaics can begin. By that time we should be able to manu-facture photovoltaic devices which produce power at costs comparable with pres-ent costs of power from fossil and nuclear energy sources. This does not meanthat the nation will have much photovoltaic capacity-but rather that it willhave a technology base for the future growth of this energy source.Question la. How will your estimates of this date vary with the different levelsof government expenditure on solar energy?
Answer. There is obviously some dependence of the outlook for photovoltaicdevelopment on government expenditures If there were no government spending.the only programs which would be explored would be those which private indus-try now considers commercially viable. To make manageable the large invest-ments required, private industry would seek out the limited intermediate marketsfor photovoltaic devices to provide the cash flow needed to finance the long-termdevelopment of a truly low-cost system. The risk of no government spending isthat good new technology prospects might languish or indeed never be explored.At the other extreme, if there were enormous increases in government spending.
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we would not necessarily be able to shorten arbitrarily the time it takes to com-

mercialize photovoltaics. The technological development cycle has its own built-in

scale; only to a limited degree can it be hastened by increased funding.

Where the government can help most is in assisting very new technologies, and

in providing support for large-scale demonstration of existing technologies.

On balance, I think that the specific recommendation of the Solar Energy Bill

of $59.2 million for expenditures on photovoltaics in 1977 is commensurate with

the target of developing a commercial technology by 1990. I would assume that

these expenditures would increase in subsequent years to further those technolo-

gies which begin to show promise.
However, we can only contemplate a massive displacement of current power

sources by a device which depends on the sun if we have very efficient, very low-

cost, reliable electrical energy storage. Development of economic means of storage

for power is a critical facet of the long-term outlook for photovoltaics, and one

which receives insufficient attention. This may be a more important limit to the

viability of the photovoltaic system than the photovoltaic device itself. Any in-

creased efforts on solar electricity should be matched by corresponding increases

in development of better electrical storage.
Qitcstion lb. If some of the solar electric technologies will be commercially

competitive with nuclear energy well before breeders and fusion, why is ERDA

spending 10 to 12 times more on those nuclear technologies than on solar electric?

Answer. While it is hoped that solar electrical systems will some day be com-

mercially competitive with nuclear energy for electric power production, it is too

early to evaluate the relative competitive merits of solar electric technology

versus breeder reactors and fusion devices, especially for base load power. Accord-

ingly all alternative forms of generating electricity should be explored simul-

taneously.
To respond to the second point raised in your question, in comparing nuclear

technology with photovoltaics, one enormous difference must be recognized:

There is no simple experiment to test a concept in fusion or the breeder reactor.

Such tests need very large installations. A single experiment is extremely

expensive.
In contrast, one of the most appealing features of photovoltaics is the relatively

low cost of experimentation. Large arrays of solar cells consist of assemblages

of smaller arrays. We can easily test a concept on a bench scale model whereas

a nuclear experiment, by its very nature, requires a single central device which

must be large to ascertain its potential efficiency.
Since I am not a nuclear expert, I cannot say whether it is true that nuclear

development costs ten to twelve times more than photovoltaics. But the difference

between the two technologies implies a significant difference in the scale of

development costs.
Question lc. Is there not a conflict looming in the massive proposed spend~ng

on nuclear power plants while at the same time solar energy will be coming on

line at competitive prices? In other words, might there not be some point before

the year 2000 when scores of nuclear power plants that have 20 years or more

life left in them are suddenly no longer needed because people have switched to

photovoltaics?
Answer. I find it extremely unlikely that anv method of producing power we

will have in the year 2000-unless grossly unsafe or uneconomic-will not be used

to its capacity.
For photovoltaics to provide for just the incremental power that we are going

to require by the year 2000 would be a major achievement. Clearly, solar elec-

tricity will not be in a position. by that time. to obsolete existing plants.

Question 2. Is federal spending by ERDA the best mechanism for pushing solar

energy into the marketplace? Should other approaches be explored, such as in-

jecting federal monies directly into the private sector through R & D tax refunds?

Answer. The approach of injecting federal monies directly into the private

sector through research and development tax refunds is an extremely intriguing

alternative which has recevied far too little study.
Generally, the total efficiency of R & D spending is much greater in private in-

dustry than via government grants or contracts. The alternative R & D tax re-

funds would enhance the private sector's incentive to create a viable technology

and to move quickly into the marketplace to get its return on investment. At the

same time, it would s;mplify the government organizational structure needed to

dispense funds. I think the private sector would be very receptive to this ap-

proach. I highly recommend that such an approach be explored.
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Question S. Is there any truth to the allegation that major oil companies (like
Shell and Mobil), who are funding solar energy R & D, may have an incentive to
slow down the commercial development of solar energy in order to maintain
profits from other competing energy sources?

Answer. I have attached a letter to Senator Percy dated April 8, 1976, in partial
answer to this question. As my letter states, Mobil has provided essential support
in the program to develop our photovoltaic technology. Without Mobil's backing,
this promising technology might have been abandoned by now.

My involvement with Mobil Oil Corporation dates back only 18 months when
the joint venture, Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corporation, was formed. My previ-
ous background was with Tyco Laboratories, Inc. Because my work durng the
18 months has focused solely on managing the development of photovoltaics tech-
nology, it would be presumptuous of me to speak for Mobil.

Nonetheless, as a citizen and a photovoltaics practitioner, I find it difficult to
see how Mobil could have an incentive to slow the deevlopment of solar energy,
for two pragmatic reasons:

The first reason is timing. It will take 20 or perhaps 30 years before photo-
voltaics or any other solar technology can have a major impact on total energy
supply. This will be at about the time when oil itself will become a scarce mate-
rial. Moreover, electrical energy from photovoltaics cannot easily replace several
critical uses of oil-namely, gasoline and petrochemicals.
- So, both on the basis of the time frame for photovoltaics development, and on

the specific uses of crude oil and natural gas, I see solar energy and the oil busi-
ness as complementary, not competitive. From my experience with Mobil, I think
that oil companies have a positive incentive to accelerate the development of
solar energy.

Question 4. Is there any duplication between FEA and ERDA in the effort
made by the government to commercialize solar energy?

Answer. The progress of FEA and ERDA to commercialize solar energy have
received too little exposure for us to properly evaluate them. Because FEA and
ERDA appear to be still in the planning stage, it is difficult to comment on po-
tential duplication.

However, from my limited experience working with both agencies in the field of
photovoltaics, I believe that they are cooperating well and that the likelihood
of duplication is minimal.

Question 5. What attention has ERDA given to the use of international re-
search efforts to solve common energy problems?

Answer. I am aware of ERDA's interest in international efforts in the field
of solar energy. We have cooperated by suggesting companies and institutions
abroad which have programs the agency might wish to explore, such as Project
Sunshine in Japan. In fact, I participated in a group consisting of representatives
of ERDA and Japanese government and industry, specifically to address the need
for coordinating efforts, disseminating results, and minimizing international
duplication.

I feel fairly confident that ERDA is tracking international developments and
using this information appropriately in planning its own program.

RESPONSE OF FLOYD A. BLAKE TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
SENATOR PERCY

Question 1. At what time are solar energy technologies expected to provide
energy costs comparable to those of fossil and nuclear energy soucres in the
future?

Answer. For the Central Receiver Power System, the cost analysis performed
in the NSF/RANN (January 1975) sponsored phase projected a cross-over point

with nuclear plant costs after the fourth solar plant. This would be in the 1990's.
The cross-over with fossil fuel would be after 30-40 solar plants, which should
occur in the first decade of the 21st century.

Question la. How will your estimates of this date vary with the different levels
of government expenditure on solar energy?

Answer. These dates are based on orderly and vigorous development supported
by the Government through the demonstration J)lant phase.
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Question lb. If some of the solar electric technologies will be commercially
competitive with nuclear energy well before breeders and fusion, why is ERDA
spending 10 to 12 times more on those nuclear technologies than on solar electric?

Answer. I cannot presume to speak for ERDA; however, it must be appreciated
that understanding our solar resource and its potential is a recent and growing
phenomenon compared with nuclear technology's 30 year history.

Question lc. Is there not a conflict looming in the massive proposed spending
on nuclear power plants while at the same time solar energy will be coming on
line at competitive prices? In other words, might there not be some point before
the year 2000 when scores of nuclear power plants that have 20 years or more
life left in them are suddenly no longer needed because people have switched to
photovoltaics?

Answer. I believe that our energy problem needs all of the contributions avail-
able from the renewable energy sources, and that solar energy will be additive in
its contribution to our capacity rather than replacement in nature.

Question 2. Is federal spending by ERDA the best mechanism for pushing solar
energy into the marketplace? Should other approaches be explored, such as
injecting federal monies directly into the private sector through R and D tax
refunds?

Answer. I believe the ERDA programs will effectively push solar energy into
the marketplace and should be strongly supported. I do not feel competent to
comment on alternative approaches.

Question 3. Is there any truth to the allegation that major oil companies (like
Shell and Mobil) who are funding solar energy R and D, may have an incentive
to slow down the commercial development of solar energy in order to maintain
profits from other competing energy sources?

Answer. I have had no oil company contact on solar energy and cannot presume
to comment.

Question 4. Is there any duplication between FEA and ERDA in the effort made
by the government to commercialize solar energy?

Answer. Our primary relationship has been with ERDA.; but the FEA contacts,
while indicating interest, have not indicated duplication.

Question 5. What attention has ERDA given to the use of international re-
search efforts to solve common energy problems?

Answer. From the earliest proposal, we have planned the cooperative program
between C.N.R.S. of France awid the United States to most efficiently accomplish
the development of large scale solar energy conversion equipment. Representa-
tives of France, Italy, and Japan met with U.S. program participants in an NSF
sponsored seminar on large scale solar energy test facilities in November 1974.
Technical interchange delegations have visited Russia and hosted Russian
visitors.
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